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Traditional database management systems perform updates-in-pla e and use logs and
periodi he kpointing to eÆ iently a hieve atomi ity and durability. In this Thesis we
shall present a di erent method, Shades, for a hieving atomi ity and durability using a
opy-on-write poli y instead of updates-in-pla e. We shall also present index stru tures
and the implementation of Shines, a persistent fun tional programming language, built
on top of Shades.
Shades in ludes real-time generational garbage olle tion. Real-timeness is a hieved
by olle ting only a small part, a generation, of the database at a time. Contrary to
previously presented persistent garbage olle tion algorithms, Shades has no need to
maintain metadata (remembered sets) of intra-generation pointers on disk sin e the
metadata an be re onstru ted during re overy. This onsiderably redu es the amount
of disk writing.
In onjun tion with aggressive ommit grouping, eÆ ient index stru tures, a design
spe ialized to a main memory environment, and a arefully rafted implementation of
Shines, we have a hieved surprisingly high performan e, handsomely beating ommerial database management systems.
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Perinteisesti tietokannat suorittavat paivitykset suoraan muutettaviin tietoalkioihin ja
kayttavat lokeja ja ajoittaista vedostusta ( he kpointing) atomisuuden ja vikasietoisuuden takaamiseksi. Tassa tyossa esitetaan vaihtoehtoinen menetelma, Shades, jonka perusperiaatteena on tehda muutokset aina uusiin tietoalkioihin. Tyossa esitetaan myos
Shadesin paalle toteutetut hakemistorakenteet ja persistentti ohjelmointikieli Shines.
Perinteisista lokijarjestelmista poiketen, Shades suorittaa myos roskankeruuta.
Roskankeruu on sukupolvittainen ja kompaktoiva. Roskankeruu on saatu tosiaikaiseksi niin, etta se keraa kerrallaan roskat vain tietokannan pienesta osasta, yhdesta sukupolvesta. Toisin kuin aikaisemmat levyvarmennetut roskankeruumenettelyt,
Shadesin ei tarvitse pitaa levyvarmennettuna metadataa, ns. muistojoukkoja (remembered sets), sukupolvien valisista osoittimista, vaan se osataan rakentaa uudestaan tietokannan toipumisen yhteydessa muutenkin levylle kirjoitetusta datasta. Tama oleellisesti vahentaa levyliikennetta, mika taas tehostaa tietokannan toimintaa. Kun lisaksi
harjoitetaan ryhmasitoutumista, kaytetaan tehokkaita hakemistorakenteita, ja Shinesin
toteutus on suunniteltu huolellisesti, on koko jarjestelmasta tullut erittain tehokas, jopa
kaupallisia relaatiotietokantoja huomattavasti tehokkaampi.

Avainsanat: Keskusmuistitietokannat, persistentit ohjelmointikielet, roskankeruu,
tavukooditulkit, kaantajat.
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Prefa e
In the end of 1995 a three-year resear h proje t, Shadows, ended at Helsinki University of Te hnology (HUT). This proje t studied and improved a database re overy method known as shadow paging and implemented a database server based on
it [94℄. In the subsequent year, 1996, we started the Hi ase-proje t, whose vague
plans in luded implementation of index stru tures on top of the shadow paging algorithm now rewritten in a new startup ompany. In the meantime, while waiting for
the rewrite, frustratingly little on rete work ould be done in the Hi ase-proje t.
Moreover, in February I aught an annoying u. Under the in uen e of this virus
and some relaxing refreshments that I used to heal myself, I began to rethink the
various aspe ts of Shadows, parti ularly in a main memory environment. Several
mind-boggling revelations, numerous feverish ha king sessions, and two prototypes
later we had the rst working version of Shades, our garbage olle tor, and plans
for the rest of Hi ase: we were going to build a persistent programming language
on top of Shades.
The spring of 1996 was also the time of forming the Hi ase team. At HUT,
Kengatharan Sivalingam ontributed most of the ben hmark programs for Hi ase,
Antti-Pekka Liedes wrote the IO and networking ode, and Sirkku Paajanen began
her extensive work on index stru tures [67℄. They also wrote parts of the rst
prototype ompiler for the byte ode interpreter whi h I had been working on in the
winter 1996 to 1997. Lars Wirzenius joined us in the beginning of 1997 to implement
strings, maintain some of our omputers, and impose some quality on our ode.
At Nokia Tele ommuni ations (NTC) Matti Tikkanen and Jukka-Pekka Iivonen
had been developing trie-based index stru tures and studying type systems for some
time. Tikkanen also took are of a large portion of the proje t bureau ra y. In
the summer 1997 the proje t members moved to ommon premises; su h a lose
ollaboration between the university and the industry has rarely been seen.
In the winter of 1997{1998 serious work had began on the database programming language. The language was originally baptized Nolang, mimi king Eri sson's
Erlang, but it has sin e been renamed Shines, whi h is a re ursive a ronym for
\Shines is not extended SQL". I wrote the ore ompiler and several optimizations,
Sivalingam wrote portions of the peephole optimizer and Liedes wrote fun tion inlining. Two new members joined the team at NTC: Petri Maenpaa ame to work
B
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on stati typing and Vera Izrailit on pattern mat hing and LR(1) parsing. In the
meantime Iivonen had been implementing smart pointer interfa es from C++ and
Java to Shades.
The Shines ompiler was able to bootstrap itself in May of 1998. Paajanen and
Sivalingam had left for new hallenges while Marko Lyly and Jarkko Lavinen joined
the teams of HUT and NTC, respe tively. Lyly has been working on a pro ler and
debugger and Lavinen on index stru tures and new optimizations in the ompiler.
In addition to various optimizations and libraries, expli it threads and ontinuations
were added to Shines in 1998. An ex eptional student group onsisting of AnttiPekka Liedes, Ville Laurikari, Sami-Pekka Haavisto, and Joni Niemi implemented a
tool for building graphi al user interfa es with Shines.
As an be seen, a onsiderable implementation e ort has been invested in Hi ase,
and indeed most of its subsystems are highly optimized and have had empty buglists
for years despite of ontinuous exer ise. Our serious intention and keen desire is to
see Hi ase used to build reliable and eÆ ient ommer ial produ ts within a few
years. I thank my teammates without whom we would hardly stand a han e of
implementing a system so wide and of su h impe able quality.
Although Shades was on eived in the spring of 1996, not until May 1997 would
we implement re overy. I am grateful to our funder, Nokia Tele ommuni ations,
that it never lost its belief in Hi ase despite that, or be ause of fear of the major
undertakings ahead. Lauri Melamies, Keijo Olkkola, Kai Kurru, Maaret Karttunen,
Hannu Hellsten, Raimo Kantola, Heikki Saikkonen, Asko Suorsa, and Matti Tikkanen among others supported our work. The proje t was also funded by Helsinki
Graduate S hool of Computer S ien e (HeCSE) and the Te hnology Development
Centre (TEKES).
Although we have all been in redibly fas inated with the te hnology of Hi ase,
we would hardly have been suÆ iently motivated to keep up with the onsuming
work without the mutually satisfa tory intelle tual property rights arrangements
negotiated by Tero Kivinen and Raimo Kantola.
Samuli Honkanen and Riitta Karhumaa from Compatent In . took are of the
patenting of relevant parts of Hi ase and were simultaneously among the rst readers
of this Thesis. I have also ruthlessly used my fellow team members, most notably
Matti Tikkanen and Vera Izrailit, as my proof readers. Also Jari Malinen, Nora
London, and espe ially my supervisor, professor Eljas Soisalon-Soininen, have given
me valuable omments. I am most grateful to professor Soisalon-Soininen that he
has never lost his belief, or at least not his patien e, in spite of my wild revelations
and long nights of ha king instead of writing arti les or this Thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
The traditional image of a database is that of a large amount of mainly disk-resident
data and a server whi h pro esses eÆ iently and reliably various SQL transa tions,
su h as money transfer orders and a ount balan e queries. Current database te hnology has indeed been very su essful in this role, and there is no reason to believe
it will be imminently repla ed by a di erent te hnology.
However, there is demand to utilize database-like features in domains where
traditional o -the-shelf database produ ts are onsidered suboptimal or even insufient.

 Main memory databases are feasible in in reasingly many appli ations, parti -

ularly when high performan e is required. Companies an easily spend a few
kilobytes of RAM for ea h employee, produ t line, or ustomer. Databases
now kept on disk an be kept in main memory in a de ade.
A main memory setting emphasizes some aspe ts, su h as fast query exe ution,
eÆ ient disk writing and aggressive ommit grouping, while some aspe ts, su h
as ne granularity lo king and lustering, be ome less important [25℄.
Ex ept for the size of the database, main memory databases may not ompromise any of the requirements pertinent in their disk-based ounterparts.
Spe i ally, main memory databases must guarantee durability of ommitted
data.
 Soft or hard real-timeness requirements have to be met in many embedded
appli ations, e.g. in tele ommuni ations or industrial pro ess ontrol. It is
hard to provide absolute guarantees on meeting transa tion deadlines with
traditional database proto ols, on urren y ontrol and unpredi table disk IO
osts [86, 44℄.
 The database queries and lients are traditionally written in di erent programming languages with di erent type systems, data representations, re overy and
repli ation behavior, and naming and binding s hemes. These dis repan ies,
1
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often alled \impedan e mismat h", result in onsiderable amounts of redundant ode, typi ally 30% of the total [9℄, for translating information from the
database representation to the programming language's representation and
vi e versa.
In an orthogonally persistent system, data an be manipulated in a manner
independent of whether it is persistent or transient.
 The expressiveness of the relational data model in general and SQL in parti ular is limiting in many pra ti al ases. While SQL does have means to iterate
over relations, omputing, e.g., the transitive losure of a relation is impossible
in the original SQL. Although numerous extensions to SQL have sin e been
proposed to solve the transitive losure problem [17℄ and many situations arising in pro ess ontrol [40, 14℄, SQL still remains a omputationally in omplete
language. Writing an SQL or LISP interpreter in SQL is impossible.
In the meantime, more expressiveness, preferably omputational ompleteness, or \Turing- ompleteness", is needed, e.g. in CAD, arti ial intelligen e,
Internet servi es, and agent-based omputing. Rea hing omputational ompleteness also has the bene t of solving the impedan e mismat h problem and
avoiding the development and performan e overhead aused by it.

1.1 Claims
In this Thesis we shall present Shades, a new re overy and garbage olle tion algorithm for main memory databases, and Shines, a persistent programming language
designed and implemented on Shades. We laim our system to be ompetitive, if
not superior, to previously presented te hnologies in the domain of real-time main
memory databases and database programming languages.
The very basi , and very pervasive, idea in Shades is that updates to database
obje ts are done \ opy-on-write". \Updates-in-pla e", also alled mutations and
destru tive updates, are generally not allowed.
For example, assume we are about to insert a new binary tree node as a hild of
another binary tree node whi h is already in the tree. Sin e we are not allowed to
modify the old node, we make a opy of the old node and store in the opied node
the pointer to the new hild node. But sin e the opied node's lo ation in memory
has hanged, we also have to update the pointer to it by performing a opy-on-write
update for its parent, and ontinue similarly to the root of the binary tree.
At rst the stri t opy-on-write prin iple may sound overly restri tive and umbersome, but an entire programming ulture, the \fun tional programming" paradigm,
is based on the on ept of not allowing mutation. The fun tional programming
paradigm is often advo ated to improve ode readability, reusability, orre tness
and provability by ensuring \referential transparen y".
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Opponents of fun tional programming riti ize it for ineÆ ien y, but in Shades
the very ontrary is true. The opy-on-write poli y has turned out to allow a
di erent, more eÆ ient re overy method with no logs, no he kpointing and no
random disk a esses needed to keep the disk image in syn with the mutated main
memory image. The opy-on-write prin iple was an ele tive de ision made early in
the algorithmi planning of Shades: it allowed more \design spa e" for the garbage
olle tor and some other useful me hanisms than if we allowed arbitrary mutation
anywhere in the database.
There are only a few arefully sele ted ex eptions to the opy-on-write rule: one
is in the garbage olle tor itself, one in managing the root of the database, the others
in the byte ode interpreter built on top of Shades. For example, only o asionally do
we have to opy the fun tion's a tivation re ord when we update or initialize a lo al
variable or a temporary value. We shall return to these ex eptions in appropriate
ontexts. None of these mutations are apparent to Shines programmers.

1.2 Related Work
Copy-on-write{updates have been used previously, e.g. in shadow paging algorithms
used for rash re overy [94, 31, 32, 46℄. In all these ases, however, the fun tional
updates have been hidden from the user by indire tions, su h as page tables, or
by the exe ution me hanism of a less expressive database language. Indire tions,
parti ularly in a main memory environment, in ur a slowdown whi h we hose not
to take. Instead, we designed the Shines database programming language to a omodate Shades, not vi e versa.
Relatively few omplete database programming languages ex lude destru tive
updates: relational, fun tional and dedu tive query languages are typi ally not
omputationally omplete and most persistent programming languages, even some
fun tional ones, in lude destru tive updates [68℄. STAPLE [60℄, FDL [84℄, Phil
Trinder's thesis work [87℄ and the Glasgow transa tion pro essor [4℄ are omplete
languages and ex lude mutation from the programming model, but use mutation
in their exe ution me hanisms, e.g. graph redu tion for lazy evaluation, in manners
unsuitable for Shades. Whether or not O2 FDL uses updates-in-pla e is un lear [56℄.
However, to see that our hoi e of forbidding mutation really is a good one, we
have to ompare our system to other persistent programming languages that have
mutation.
Napier88 [61℄ has its ba kground in PS-algol [9℄ developed at University of St.
Andrews already sin e the early 80s. Napier88 has parametri polymorphism, rst
lass fun tions, and support for re e tive programming and system evolution [48℄.
Napier88 provides orthogonal persisten e for data, ode and threads.
Ty oon-2 is a dire t su essor of the languages TooL and Ty oon-1 [59℄ developed
at University of Hamburg sin e 1989. Ty oon-2 is obje t-oriented, provides multiple
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inheritan e, parametri polymorphism, ri h subtyping rules, and rst lass fun tions.
In addition to orthogonal persisten e, Ty oon-2 provides also orthogonal mobility
for data, ode and threads [58, 57℄. Ty oon's persistent threads were rst presented
as a database programming on ept parti ularly well-suited for appli ations that
manage long-term, distributed or ooperative a tivities [58℄. Our system also has
persistent threads and, as we shall see in Chapters to ome, several other ommon
features with Ty oon-2.
Several other persistent programming language proje ts have been ondu ted.
Re ently Java has also been regarded as an interesting andidate to be extended
with orthogonal persisten e [62℄.
Napier88, Ty oon-2, persistent Java as well as our Shines have numerous features in ommon: they are orthogonally persistent, they are all based on an a virtual
ma hine, they are stati ally typed whenever possible, and they provide a library of
index stru tures and threads with expli it on urren y ontrol instead of transa tions.
Unfortunately, while all these systems have onvin ing feature lists, they are
almost entirely on ned to the a ademia and have pra ti ally zero market penetration. Evidently there is onsiderable relu tan e to adopt new te hnologies whi h
require radi al hanges in languages, software development pra ti e, or in overall
system ar hite ture [26℄, but additionally we spe ulate urrent systems are nowhere
near relational DBMS in terms of developer support, demonstrated reliability, and
performan e. We will return in Chapter 6.4 to dis uss how we hope to survive on
the market.
Apparently no omparative performan e data on persistent programming languages has ever been presented. We have no reason to believe their performan e
would be ompetitive to relational databases sin e even obje t oriented databases,
whose data models are mu h simpler than the ones of persistent programming languages, are generally regarded to be onsiderably slower than serious relational
databases. In the experimental part of this Thesis we aim to demonstrate that
the performan e of our system is superior to ommer ial relational main memory
databases.
We shall return to related work relevant to persistent garbage olle tion, fun tional index stru tures, and byte ode interpreters and ompilers in appropriate
pla es of Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respe tively.

1.3 Introdu tion to the Thesis
Most database management systems have a layered stru ture. Assuming a oarse
three-layer division of a traditional database manager, the lowest layer performs disk
IO, provides media re overy, e.g. by mirroring or RAID, and rash re overy, e.g. with
logs and periodi he kpointing. The se ond layer implements index stru tures, e.g.
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B-trees, on top of the primitives provided by the lower level. The highest level
builds a data model abstra tion on top of the index stru tures, interprets the query
language, e.g. SQL, and ommuni ates with the lients of the database.
This Thesis follows the layered stru ture des ribed above. In Chapter 2 we shall
present Shades, the garbage olle tion and re overy algorithm, followed by a brief
analysis and dis ussion on some less trivial details in our implementation of Shades.
Chapter 3 dis usses the index stru tures implemented on top of Shades. Sin e
mutation is prohibited, index stru tures di er from traditional textbook solutions.
Furthermore, sin e we assume a main memory environment, eÆ ient garbage olle tion and memory allo ation, our ost model, the basis of data stru ture design, is
very di erent from those in traditional database management systems where B-trees
are ubiquitous.
As shown in Chapter 4, Shines is ompiled to byte ode and exe uted by a byte
ode interpreter. All data stru tures used by the byte ode interpreter, in luding
fun tion a tivation re ords and byte ode sequen es, are allo ated in the Shades
database. Consequently also byte ode threads are re overable and resumed after
rash re overy.
Chapter 5 de nes and ondu ts a set of ben hmarks and disse ts the results.
An abundan e of further resear h topi s will be put forth in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
on ludes.

Chapter 2
Shades
Shades, our persistent memory manager, is unfortunately a rather large algorithm.
Even without IO ode and various auxiliary features our implementation of Shades
requires approximately 3000 lines of arefully rafted and rather well ommented
C ode. Trying to understand Shades from the C ode, or even a pseudo- ode
version of it without any intermediate steps would be a daunting task. Instead,
after de ning the terminology, we approa h Shades in steps: we start from a simple
stop-and- opy olle tor, enhan e it rst to olle t re ently allo ated data and then
mature data, des ribe the prin iples of re overy, and nally show how to handle
various persistent metadata.

2.1 De nitions and Terminology
In this Chapter, the word appli ation refers to any software, e.g. index stru tures
and interpreters, built on top of Shades.
A value is persistent (or durable, or stable) if it is ba ked up on disk and resilient
to rashes due to, e.g., power failures. Otherwise the value is transient (or volatile).
The smallest unit of memory in Shades is the ell. It orresponds to a Pas al
re ord or a C stru t. The appli ation onstru ts all other data stru tures | lists,
strings, trees, tries, obje ts for obje t-oriented programming, byte ode programs,
sta k frames | using ells. Cells are varisized: at least a few words, typi ally four to
twenty words, or up to a few hundred words for very stati data. Cells an ontain
e.g. integers, oating point numbers, and addresses of other ells.
The re overy algorithm of Shades requires that the size of a ell an be determined by inspe ting itself and possibly ells referred to by . Under the same
ondition, it must also be possible to determine whether or not the words in the ell
are addresses of other ells.
p

p

p

p
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Mature generations

First Generation

Root block

List of free
pages

Base address
Pages of one
generation

Figure 2.1: Main memory organization in the database image.
The root blo k is a small xed-size array of pointers to ells and various administrative data. The root blo k is always updated in pla e. The pointers of the
root blo k are regarded as the root set of the garbage olle tor; a ell is live if it is
referred to by a pointer in the root blo k or in another live ell. Cells whi h are
not rea hable from the root set are garbage and Shades will eventually olle t them
away. For simpli ity we may assume the root blo k itself does not ontain ells.
When the appli ation wishes to reate a new ell, Shades allo ates it from the
rst generation, a ontiguous area of memory typi ally from a few hundred kilobytes
to a few megabytes in size. Cells in the rst generation are transient and they an
be updated in pla e.
When the rst generation be omes exhausted, or perhaps be ause of a timer
signal, Shades opies all live ells in the rst generation into a new mature generation,
writes the new mature generation and the root blo k to disk. This is roughly the
equivalent of performing a group ommit. The root blo k is written atomi ally using
duplexed writes [32℄ to spe i positions on disk. After writing the root blo k and
learing the rst generation, Shades may perform some additional garbage olle tion
in the mature generations before returning to exe ute appli ation ode.
Cells in mature generations are persistent, but immutable to the appli ation
programmer. Consequently, no ell in an older generation an ontain an address of
a ell in a newer generation.
Cells in mature generations are lo ated on pages for disk IO. Pages are of a xed
size and typi ally rather large, e.g. 64 kB. Ea h page has a ounter whi h tells how
many ells the page ontains.
The database image onsists of the root blo k, the rst generation, possibly thousands of mature generations, and of free pages not belonging to a mature generation.
Sin e dynami memory allo ation take pla e in the rst and mature generations,
they are often also olle tively alled the heap of the program. Figure 2.1 shows one
onvenient organization of the database image in main memory.
The address of a ell in the database is the o set of the ell from the beginning
of the database. Therefore, although the base address of the database may hange
after re overy or vary from ma hine to ma hine, the addresses of the ells in the
database remain un hanged. In pseudo- ode and informal explanations we almost
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always refer to ells with their addresses; e.g. the phrase \the ell " a tually would
stand for \the ell stored starting at the address ". As in most programming
languages, there is also a spe ial address NIL whi h does not ontain a ell.
Finally, for sake of exa tness, we de ne a pointer to be a memory word ontaining
an address, i.e. the value of a pointer is an address. This de nition di ers slightly
from typi al C programmer parlean e where the terms pointer and address are often
used inter hangeably. In Shades all re overable pointers are either in the root blo k
or in ells in mature generations.
The expression lo ( ) evaluates to the address of , and its inverse operator
link( ) evaluates to the value referred to by . lo
orresponds to the C pre x
operator & and link orresponds to *.
Additionally Shades ontains numerous transient data stru tures re onstru ted
during re overy. The pool of free pages, the bitmap of disk allo ation, et . are all
transient. Ea h generation and ea h page has a des riptor whi h will be dis ussed
later. Usually these des riptors are stored in an array indexed by generation and
page numbers respe tively. A handful of programming tri ks and transient data
stru tures des ribed in Se tion 2.7 nd eÆ iently the page and the generation where
any given ell resides.
p

p

x

p

x

p

2.2 Simple Stop-and-Copy Colle tion
Shades is developed from a stop-and- opy garbage olle tor, originally introdu ed
by Feni hel and Yo helson [23℄ in 1969 and improved and varied by many others
sin e. In stop-and- opy garbage olle tion the heap is divided into two semispa es,
the Fromspa e and Tospa e. During garbage olle tion all live, or non-garbage, ells
in the Fromspa e are opied to the Tospa e. The appli ation ontinues allo ation in
the Tospa e until it be omes full. Before garbage olle tion Fromspa e and Tospa e
are ipped: the Tospa e be omes the new Fromspa e and vi e versa.
The pseudo- ode for a simple stop-and- opy olle tor is given below. Basi ally
it is trivial re ursive opying of ells. However, are must be taken when a ell
is referred from several lo ations. In order to preserve the sharing of the ell, a
forwarding address is stored in the original ell in the Fromspa e to refer to the opied
ell in the Tospa e after the ell has been opied. Whenever Simple-Copy visits a
ell, it rst he ks whether it has already been opied, i.e. it is a forwarding address,
and if so, then Simple-Copy returns the address of the opied ell. Otherwise the
ell is opied into Tospa e and pointers in the opied ell are traversed re ursively.
()
1 Flip the roles of Fromspa e and Tospa e
2 for r 2 pointers in the root blo k do
3 r Simple-Copy(r )

Simple-Colle t
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p

p = nil then

return nil
else

(p ) is a forwarding address then
return the forwarding address in link( )

if link

p

else

allo ate from Tospa e the number of words in the ell link( )
Copy ontents of the ell link( ) to the ell link( )
Write in link( ) a forwarding address to
for r 2 pointers in the ell link( ) do
r Simple-Copy(r )

q

p

p

q

p

q

q

return

q

We shall return later, in Se tion 2.7, to low-level details of how to represent ells
and forwarding addresses in our implementation of Shades.
A typi al implementation of a semispa e is a ontiguous area of memory. In
su h ases memory allo ation in a semispa e an be implemented using an allo ation
pointer whi h is initiated to the beginning of the semispa e when the semispa e is
leared and in remented by the size of the ell whenever a ell is opied into or
allo ated from the semispa e. Memory exhaustion an be tested by omparing the
allo ation pointer to the end of the semispa e.
The above s heme is also used for the rst generation in our implementation
of Shades. However, the rst generation is always used as a Fromspa e, never as
a Tospa e. The Tospa e is always a mature generation, whi h onsists of pages
whi h are not ne essarily lo ated adja ently in the database. Ea h page, however,
is a ontiguous pie e of memory and the above allo ator an be used within that
page. When the page be omes full, a new empty page is taken from the pool of
free pages and added to the generation serving as the Tospa e. Additionally we
have to maintain the ounter of ells for ea h page. This allo ator has an important
property to be used in re overy: all ells of the generation an be enumerated in the
order they were allo ated in the generation.
In drawings we will omit pages, sin e they would easily lutter the pi tures;
instead we visualize generations as varisized ontiguous areas of memory.
The simple stop-and- opy olle tor presented above does not satisfy one important riterion required by the re overy algorithm. It requires that ells whi h are
referred to from outside the generation must be opied rst into the Tospa e generation. Cheney's [15℄ elegant non-re ursive version of the stop-and- opy olle tor
satis es this riterion. However, in our implementation we found the below algorithm to be slightly more eÆ ient, probably be ause it inspe ts ea h ell only on e
while Cheney's olle tor inspe ts them twi e, on e in the Fromspa e and on e in
the Tospa e.
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The algorithm below an be used to olle t the rst generation in Shades under
some very limited ir umstan es. It uses an auxiliary transient sta k, the opy sta k,
to store addresses of pointers to ells whi h have not yet been opied. The depth of
the opy sta k is at most the maximum number of ells in the rst generation. Sin e
the rst generation size is usually also an upper limit to the mature generation size,
we an note that the opy sta k need not be very large. A tually opy sta k ould
be repla ed by any implementation of an ordered multiset, but a sta k is one of the
simplest and most eÆ ient.
Stepping through the example in Figure 2.2 probably helps to understand the
pseudo- ode.
FG-Colle t()
1 gn allo ate a new mature generation
2 Clear the opy sta k
3 for r 2 pointers in the root blo k do
4 if r 6= nil then
5
r FG-Copy(r )
6 FG-Drain-Copy-Sta k()
7 Clear the rst generation
8 Write the pages of to disk
9 Write the root blo k to disk
gn

The variable does not ontain the a tual memory image of the generation,
but a handle to the transient des riptor of the generation. As a trivial optimization
we have also moved the test for NIL to an earlier pla e in exe ution.
FG-Drain-Copy-Sta k()
1 while opy sta k is not empty do
2 pp pop from opy sta k an address of a pointer
3 p link(p )
4 q FG-Copy(p )
5 link(pp ) q
FG-Copy( : address of a ell)
1 if p refers to a forwarding address then
2 return the forwarding address in
3 else
4 q allo ate from the number of words in the ell link( )
5 Copy ontents of the ell link( ) to the ell link( )
6 Write in link( ) a forwarding address to
7 for r 2 pointers in the ell link( ) do
8
if r 6= nil then
9
Push lo ( ) into opy sta k
10 return q
gn

p

p

gn

p

p

q

p

q

q

r
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root ptr

root ptr

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

first
generation

1

4

first
generation
gn

gn

copy_stack

copy_stack

On line 6 in FG-Colle t, after opying
ells 1 and 4 dire tly a esOn line 3 in FG-Colle t, initial siblethe
from the root set. Pointers in
state. Possible garbage ells are not the opied
ells were pushed to the
drawn.
opy sta k. Dotted lines are forwarding addresses.
1

1

4

2

3

4

3

first
generation
gn

1

1

4

2

3

copy_stack

3

2

4

first
generation
gn

copy_stack

After the se ond iteration in FGAfter one iteration in FG-Drain- Drain-Copy-Sta k. The pointer
Copy-Sta k. The pointer from ell from ell 1 to ell 2 was popped, ell 2
4 to ell 3 was popped and ell 3 was was opied, and the pointer from the
opied.
opied ell 2 to ell 3 was pushed to
the opy sta k.
1

1

4

2

3

2

copy_stack

3

4

first
generation

first
generation
gn

1

4

3

2

gn

copy_stack

After line 7 in FG-Colle t the rst
After a third iteration in FG-Drain- generation
has been leared. As soon
Copy-Sta k the opy sta k has beas
pages
of
the root blo k have
ome empty. The forwarding address been written toanddisk,
allo ation may
of ell 3 was used.
resume from the rst generation.
Figure 2.2: An example of FG-Colle t in a tion.
gn
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2.3 Mature Generation Garbage Colle tion
The standard stop-and- opy olle tor has several appealling properties. For example, it is rather eÆ ient, it handles varisized ells easily, and it essentially solves all
memory fragmentation problems. Also memory allo ation an be done eÆ iently.
On the other hand, having two semispa es onsumes prohibitively mu h pre ious
memory resour es. Furthermore, ea h semispa e must have a reasonable amount of
free memory, otherwise the garbage olle tor will be alled too frequently.
Additionally the stop-and- opy olle tor halts the exe ution of the appli ation
for the entire duration of the olle tion. For a 200 MB semispa e this would require
somewhere from ve to ten se onds of CPU-work and tens of se onds, perhaps
even a minute, of disk IO. However, for small heaps, say up to a megabyte, CPU
onsumption as well as disk IO time remains a eptable. Parti ularly for the rst
generation, where usually only a minority of ells survive the olle tion1 , stop-andopy olle tion behaves well. But the ornerstone in all persistent garbage olle tion
has been the treatment of mature generations.
In Shades, garbage olle tion of mature generations, also alled major olle tion,
advan es from the youngest mature generation to the oldest. Only one or a few
mature generations are olle ted at a time, then we return to exe ute appli ation
ode, olle t the rst generation (minor olle tion), and write the root blo k before
resuming to major olle tion for the next few mature generations. In other words,
major olle tion, appli ation pro essing, minor olle tions and writing root blo ks
are interleaved in order to give ea h task a fair amount of CPU and disk IO time.
Furthermore, in Shades only the mature generation urrently being olle ted
needs a Tospa e. After the mature generation has been olle ted, the pages in
the Fromspa e mature generation are returned to the pool of free pages. Sin e
generations are small ompared to the whole database, only a negligible amount of
memory is dupli ated.
Should two mature generations be suÆ iently small, the mature garbage olle tor may merge them. This keeps the number of mature generations from growing
unlimited.
When a generation is olle ted, all younger, already olle ted generations
must be regarded as a root set to . But s anning all generations younger than
for pointers to ells in is very expensive; should be the oldest generation, we
would have to s an almost the whole database. In other words, in order to olle t
mature generations, we would have to s an ( 2 ) generations.
Fortunately, before arriving to olle t , we have already olle ted all generations younger than and we ould s an for pointers into ells in already then.
This leads us to a te hnique alled remembered sets [88℄, frequently abbreviated as
remsets. In our variation of remsets ea h mature generation to be olle ted durgn

gn

gn

gn

gn

n

O n

gn

gn

gn

gn

1

See Se tion 5.2 for experimental eviden e of this
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ing the major olle tion is atta hed an ordered set of addresses of pointers to ells
in . When we opy a ell and noti e a pointer in it to a generation whi h has
not yet been olle ted, the address of the pointer is added to the remset of . This
in ludes rst generation olle tions.
Remembered sets are transient and no disk IO is aused from inserting and
removing addresses of pointers from remsets. In the next Se tion 2.4 we will see
how remsets are re onstru tred during re overy. The implementation details of
remsets are important for overall performan e and memory usage, and are dis ussed
in Se tion 2.7. Although remsets an, at least theoreti ally, onsume a onsiderable
amount of memory, experiments des ribed in Se tion 5.3 show that this rarely is a
reason for on ern.
Mature generations an be marked to be in various states: generations marked
normal have not been and will not be olle ted during this major olle tion, generations marked to be olle ted will be olle ted during this major olle tion,
and the generations marked being olle ted are urrently being olle ted. After
the generation has been olle ted, its remset and main memory pages an be freed.
The transient metadata and the disk pages o upied by a olle ted generation may,
however, not yet be freed. This will be further elaborated when we see how re overy
works.
It is onvenient to have the metadata for the mature generations in two lists: the
from spa e list is for generations marked to be olle ted, and the to spa e list
for new normal generations. Sin e new data is inserted also to the end of to spa e,
it is onvenient to have a pointer also to its last element. The list to spa e ontains
all mature generations when major olle tion is not a tive. Both lists are ordered
a ording to age from the youngest to the oldest generation.
gn

gn

gn

()
1 Mark all generations to be
2 from spa e to spa e
3 to spa e nil

Major-Colle tion-Begin

olle ted

The above pro edure performs the equivalent of ipping Fromspa e and Tospa e.
It is alled in the beginning a major olle tion. S heduling major olle tion with
the rest of appli ation will be dis ussed in Se tions 2.7 and 5.
Merging generations is done on the rst line in Major-Colle tion-Step by
having from gns ontain several generations. Heuristi s for hoosing when to merge
are dis ussed later.
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()
from gns Take one or a few youngest generations from from spa e
for from gn 2 from gns do
Mark from gn as being olle ted
to gn allo ate a new mature generation
Mark to gn as normal
Put to gn last in to spa e
Clear the opy sta k
for from gn 2 from gns do
for pp 2 the remset of from gn do
p link(pp )
q Copy(p )
link(pp )
q
for r 2 pointers in the root blo k do
if r 6= nil then
r Copy(r )
Drain-Copy-Sta k()
for from gn 2 from gns do
Free the pages of from gn
Free the remset of from gn
Retire-Generation(from gn)
Write the pages of to gn to disk

Major-Colle tion-Step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

We shall return to the pro edure Retire-Generation in the next Se tion.
When from spa e be omes empty, the major olle tion is nished and MajorColle tion-End is alled. It too is de ned in the next Se tion.
Below we give a revised version of the minor olle tion of the rst generation.
Note that both major and minor olle tion use the same fun tions Drain-CopySta k and Copy. If no major olle tion is in progress, remsets are not in use and
the now obsolete pro edure FG-Copy works identi ally to Copy in olle ting the
rst generation.
()
to gn allo ate a new mature generation
Mark to gn as normal
Put to gn rst in to spa e
Clear the opy sta k
for r 2 pointers in the root blo k do
if r 6= nil then
r Copy(r )
Drain-Copy-Sta k()
Clear the rst generation
Write the pages in to gn to disk
Write the root blo k to disk

FG-Colle t

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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()
1 while opy sta k is not empty do
2 pp pop from opy sta k an address of a pointer
3 p link(pp )
4 q Copy(p )
5 link(pp ) q
Copy( : address of a ell)
1 if link(p ) is a forwarding address then
2 return the forwarding address in link( )
3 else
the number of words in the ell link( )
4 q allo ate from
5 Copy ontents of the ell link( ) to the ell link( )
6 Write in link( ) a forwarding address to
7 for r 2 pointers in the ell link( ) do
8
if r 6= nil then
9
gn the generation of the ell referred by
10
if gn is marked to be olle ted then
11
Put lo ( ) into the remset of
12
else
13
if gn is marked being olle ted
14
_ Fromspa e is the rst generation then
15
Push lo ( ) into opy sta k
16 return q
Drain-Copy-Sta k

p

p

to gn

p

p

q

p

q

q

r

r

gn

r

An example should larify the algorithm. Assume the database looks as follows
before initiating the major olle tion. Boxes marked with hara ters represent generations and boxes marked with numbers are ells in the generations. Generation
is the oldest generation and generation is the youngest. Solid arrows are pointers.
As mentioned earlier, we omit pages from the illustrations and assume generations
are ontiguous.
Generations typi ally ontain thousands of ells, but for simpli ity we are only
going to look at a few ells in this example. Clearly ell 3 is garbage.
a

d

a

1

b

2

3

c

4

d

5

6

root

In the beginning of a major olle tion, all generations are marked to be and put into the from spa e list by Mature-Colle tion-Begin. Assume a rst generation is olle ted and it be omes the new youngest mature generation , and assume ontains a ell 7 whi h refers to ell 6 in generation .
Sin e generation is marked to be olle ted, the pro edure Copy will insert
the address of the pointer from ell 7 to ell 6 into the remset of generation .
olle ted
e

e

d

d

d
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2

3

c

4

d

5

6

root

e

7

root

Now assume we olle t the mature generation . The Tospa e mature generation
of is alled 0 and ells are marked orrespondingly. Cell 6 is opied be ause it is
referred to by a pointer whose address is in 's remset and ell 5 is opied be ause
a root pointer refers to it. After opying ells from into 0 , the pages o upied by
will be returned to the pool of free pages.
Note that the pointer from ell 7 to ell 6 is updated in pla e to refer to the
opied ell 6'. While the appli ation is not allowed to update values in the mature
generation, Shades itself will do it. In the next Se tion 2.4 we shall see how this
a e ts re overy.
d

d

d

d

d

d

d

a

1

b

2

3

c

4

d

5

6

e

d’

6’

7

root

5’

root

Assume there is a pressing need for more free pages, so we olle t a se ond
mature generation to 0 before returning ontrol to the appli ation. Here ell 4
was opied to ell 4' be ause addresses of pointers from 6' and 5' belonged to the
remset of . When handling the pointer from 5' to 4, the forwarding address from 4
to 4' was used. Naturally the address of the pointer from 4' to ell 2 will be added
to the remset of generation .
After the appli ation has run for a while, a rst generation olle tion o urs and
a new mature generation appears.
b

f

a

1

b

2

3

c

4

e

c’

4’

d’

6’

7

5’
f

8

root
root

Sin e the mark of generation is normal, the remset of generation is left
empty even if ell 8 in refers to ell 7 in . Also the generations 0 and 0 are
marked normal and generation is still marked to be olle ted.
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Next the olle tor wants to merge the generations and into 0 . There is
little to this ex ept that pointers from to an be treated without remsets, as if
they were normal intra-generation pointers. The mature olle tion is now nished.
In the nal pi ture, a new mature generation has appeared after some appli ation
pro essing.
a

b

b

ab

a

g
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root

2.4 Re overy
While the appli ation is not allowed to mutate ells on e they have been olle ted
to mature generations and written to disk, Shades itself does exa tly this on line
12 in Major-Colle tion-Step when traversing the remsets. The mutated pages
will not be rewritten to disk and there will be no logs or similar stru tures on disk
of these mutations, yet still we an re onstru t the new page during re overy.
We shall rst take a look at how to re over the database when a major olle tion
had been ompleted before the rash. The example from the previous Se tion serves
this purpose. Dashed lines show pointer values on disk pages and solid lines how
they were redire ted in main memory after the pages were written to disk. We omit
pointers from or within the generations , , , and sin e they shall not be used
during re overy.
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Re overy starts by reading from disk into main memory the pages of the generations in the original from spa e, i.e. the generations , , and . These generations
are marked to be olle ted and inserted into the from spa e. We postpone una

b

d
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til the next Se tion all issues related to metadata. For now we simply assume all
transient metadata has already been re onstru ted.
Next the pages of generation are read from disk and s anned by alling
Re overy-FG-Colle t( ). Sin e there is a pointer from ell 7 to a generation
marked to be olle ted, the address of that pointer will be added to the remset
of generation .
The generations and and the remset of are now identi al to what they were
before olle ting the generation before the rash. Based on this premise, the all
Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Step(f g, 0 ) reads 0 from disk and redire ts the
pointer from ell 7 to the ell 6'. It also s ans 0 for pointers to older generations
and updates the remsets of older generations as if during normal major olle tion.
Finally it frees the pages of generation .
Unsurprisingly the next steps in re overy will be the re overy of the generations
0 , , 0 and nally . In short the whole sequen e of re overy is
1. Read generations , , , and from disk, mark them to be olle ted and
insert them into from spa e.
2. Re overy-FG-Colle t( )
3. Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Step(f g, 0 )
4. Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Step(f g, 0 )
5. Re overy-FG-Colle t( )
6. Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Step(f , g, 0 )
7. Re overy-FG-Colle t( )
e
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In abstra t terms, re overy involves simulating the major olle tion in order to
redo the pointer mutation performed by line 12 in Major-Colle tion-Step.
(from gns to gn)

Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Step

1 for from gn 2 from gns do
2 Remove from gn from the list from spa e
3 Mark from gn as being olle ted
4 Read pages of to gn from disk
5 Mark to gn as normal
6 Put to gn last in to spa e
7 for from gn 2 from gns do
8 for pp 2 the remset of from gn do
9
p link(pp )
10
q Re overy-Copy(p to gn)
11
link(pp )
q
12 Re overy-S an(to gn)
13 for from gn 2 from gns do
14 Free the pages of from gn
15 Free the remset of from gn
16 Retire-Generation(from gn)
;

;
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(to gn)
Read pages of to gn from disk
Mark to gn as normal
Put to gn rst in to spa e
Re overy-S an(to gn)
overy-S an(to gn)
for q 2 all ells in to gn in their order of allo ation do
for r 2 pointers in the ell link( ) do
if r 6= nil then
gn the generation of the ell link( )
if gn is generation marked to be olle ted then
Put lo ( ) into the remset of

Re overy-FG-Colle t

1
2
3
4

Re

1
2
3
4
5
6

q

r

r

gn

In the pro edure Copy the opied ell was always s anned immediately after its
allo ation from to gn. Sin e the s an above pro eeds in the same order, the remsets
of older generations in from spa e will be updated identi ally to the major olle tion
before the rash.
The above pro edure presumes the restri tion given Se tion 2.1 that the pointers
in the ell in must be enumerated by looking into the ell itself and possibly
ells pointed to by the ell , but no further: a ell referred by might reside in
from spa e and we may be unable to follow a pointer value in it. Note also that a
pointer in may refer to a forwarding address whi h refers to a ell in to gn.
q

q

q

q

q

( : address of a ell, to gn)
(p ) is a forwarding address then
return the forwarding address in link( )

Re overy-Copy

1
2
3
4
5
6

p

if link

p

else

pseudo-allo ate the next ell in
Write in link( ) a forwarding address to
q

to gn

return

q

p

q

The th issue of pseudo-allo ation should return the same address as the th
allo ation before rash in Copy. Pseudo-allo ation should not modify the ontents
in any way. It an be easily implemented by simulating the behavior of the
of
allo ator des ribed in Se tion 2.2. In order to advan e the allo ation pointer we need
to know the size of the ell in . Here the same restri tion applies for determining
the size of as for enumerating pointers in for fun tion Re overy-S an.
During re overy the pages of from spa e serve only three purposes: as a store for
forwarding addresses, for reading some metadata as des ribed in the next Se tion,
and for ells referred to by ells whose size or pointers are being determined. If
we would require that the size and pointers of a ell depend only on data in the
ell itself, then we ould avoid reading from disk at least some of the generations ,
, , and . This would undoubtedly redu e the re overy times for Shades, but it
i

i

to gn

q

q

q

a

b

d
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would also make it slightly more umbersome to implement, e.g., some features and
optimizations in the byte ode interpreter.
Consider now a database rash in the middle of a major olle tion. For example, if the database had rashed after ommitting generation and unless were
a generation olle ted from a rst generation, the pointers from generation to a
would not be re onstru ted by the re overy steps des ribed earlier. To over ome
this problem, also generations and must serve as to gn during some Re overyMajor-Colle tion-Step. While some optimizations again exist, one simple alternative to ensure this happens is to require that ea h re overy must ontain one
full major olle tion in addition to the abrupted one. In other words, if the database
rashed after writing , then re overy would start from the Fromspa e of generations
, , and , and only after that pro eed to using them as Fromspa e to re over
generations , 0 , 0 and .
With the above s heme, generations and their pages on disk may be freed only
after the ompletion of the major olle tion in whi h they were taken from the
from spa e. We retire former from spa e-generations to the set old from spa e.
f

b

b

a

b

f

a

b

d

e

d

f

( )
old from spa e [ fgn g
Major-Colle tion-End()
1 for gn 2 old from spa e do
2 Mark disk pages of gn free
3 Dis ard the transient metadata of gn
4 old from spa e fg

Retire-Generation

1 old from spa e

gn

During re overy we assumed that no pages were orrupted be ause of the rash.
Numerous alternatives exist to a hieve this, but the simplest is to use simple shadow
paging: we write only to lo ations on disk whi h have been marked free in a past
ommitted group. We almost always do this in any ase be ause disk pages are
freed only by the rather infrequent alls to Major-Colle tion-End. However,
onsider what ould happen if all fun tions Major-Colle tion-Step, MajorColle tion-End and FG-Colle t were alled in the same ommit group and
FG-Colle t would reuse some of the disk pages in old from spa e freed by the
Major-Colle tion-End. If a rash o urred during writing those disk pages
and orrupted the old data, then we would have neither nished the most re ent
major olle tion nor ould we redo the previous major olle tion in old from spa e.
A simple remedy for this problem is to refrain from alling Major-Colle tionStep in the same ommit group with Major-Colle tion-End. Now the major
olle tion will nish one ommit group before reusing the disk pages.
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2.5 Metadata
Until now we have ignored the details of how to manage and parti ularly how to
re over the various metadata in Shades. For example, we have not des ribed how
to lo ate the disk page orresponding to a main memory page or how to re over all
suÆ ient information of generations and their pages.
Numerous alternatives exist to solve these problems. In our system, the persistent metadata of the youngest generation is stored in the root blo k. After group
ommit this information is opied to the rst generation. Mature olle tion steps
store further information on the olle ted generations into the rst generation.
Re all the example from the beginning of Se tion 2.4. The root blo k ontains
persistent metadata to read in generation . It ontains metadata on generations 0
and . Sin e was reated by a olle tion, the pointers from to are up-to-date
on disk and an be followed without Re overy-Major-Colle tion-Steps. Generation ontains metadata on generations 0 , 0 and . A orresponding sequen e
of des riptions exist in generations , , and . Ea h metadata ell ontains the
page numbers and disk pages numbers for the generation.
These persistent metadata ells form linked lists. A pointer in the root blo k
refers to the list of metadata for generations 0 , , 0 , 0 and . Generation
ontains the metadata of generation . A se ond pointer refers to the metadata
for generations , , and , and a third pointer would refer to the metadata for
generations olle ted in the previous major olle tion round. These lists ontain the
information to restore the transient lists to spa e, from spa e and old from spa e.
Older and no longer referred metadata be omes garbage and is olle ted away by
Shades itself.
On all workloads we have tested, less than 0.1% of disk writing is generation
metadata. Only for pathologi ally small page sizes, e.g. a few hundred bytes, generation metadata onsumes noti eable amounts of memory. On the other hand, page
sizes less than 8 to 16 kB de rease disk IO onsiderably and a page size less than a
few kilobytes limits the maximum ell size impra ti ally low.
Ea h page ontains a ounter of the number of ells in that page. We hoose to
store this ounter in the rst word of the page so that no additional metadata ells
are required. This also ensures the address zero (0) an serve as a NIL address.
Disk page management is done with a simple transient bitmap. Re overing
the bitmap is easy: initially all disk pages are marked free, and ea h time a disk
page is read into a memory page, the disk page is marked to be in use. Free lists
for pages and generation identi ers are re overed similarly by re onstru ting them
after re overy.
Note that the memory pages read from disk for re overing metadata may be
in use also in older generations. For example, generation may reuse some of the
g
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pages used in generation . Therefore it may be ne essary to reread generation
later in re overy.

g

2.6 Analysis
In his ex ellent survey of unipro essor garbage olle tion [91℄, Paul Wilson states
\standard textbook analyses of garbage olle tion algorithms usually miss the most
important hara teristi s of olle tors | namely the onstant fa tors asso iated with
the various osts, su h as write barrier overhead and lo ality e e ts." Therefore we
have dedi ated the entire Chapter 5 to studying experimentally Shades as well as the
index stru tures and the byte ode interpreter. Some rude analysis an, however,
be done mathemati ally.
The asymptoti omplexity of a stop-and- opy olle tion is proportional to the
amount of opied data . It does, at least not theoreti ally, depend on the size of
the database . The garbage olle tor re laims all garbage
. Assuming the
appli ation allo ates bytes, then d (
)e olle tions will have to be issued.
Sin e ea h olle tion osts O( ) time, we an write the overhead of stop-and- opy
as O( (
)) per unit of allo ation. Note that | at least theoreti ally | we
an rea h arbitrarily small overheads by in reasing suÆ iently. Conversely, if
= no allo ation an be done at all.
In pra ti e, however, we an do better than O( (
)) sin e garbage is
usually not evenly distributed in the database and we an try to olle t generations
whi h an be assumed to have the highest density of garbage. This will be disussed in Se tions 5.2 and 6. On the other hand, various a hing and paging e e ts
have a de reasing impa t on performan e as in reases. Generational stop-andopy garbage olle tion and memory referen e lo ality has been widely studied in
literature [33, 18, 28, 27, 74, 75, 92, 93, 95℄.
One full major olle tion must be performed during re overy. Immediately before
nishing the next major olle tion almost three full images of the database must be
kept on disk. After the next major olle tion nishes, disk spa e onsumption drops
ba k to twi e the database to gradually in rease again.
Setting an upper bound for the re overy time seems to be a little harder sin e it
depends on many implementation details, su h as major garbage olle tion s heduling. If we an ignore the ost of reading in metadata, the worst ase is the equivalent
of reading 3 bytes from disk in a situation dis ussed above for disk spa e onsumption. However, in a simplisti implementation we may have to read the entire
generation to a ess the small metadata ell in it, and sin e those generations may
be overwritten in memory during pro essing previous major olle tions, we may
have to set a safe upper bound to as high as 5 . In pra ti e, however, the average
re overy times in our system range from the equivalent of reading 2 to 3 bytes
from disk. The disk reads are long and easily parallellizable resulting in re overy
times often mu h shorter than booting the ma hine.
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The worst ase in remset size is when as many pointers as possible in the database
refer to the same ell. In su h a ase, remsets an onsume as mu h memory as the
entire database. Naturally this is a highly pathologi al ase; su h a data set would
be utterly meaningless. Furthermore, su h ases an be avoided by extending Shades
to dupli ate the popular ell into for example ten generations of di erent age and
have pointers refer to the newest possible ell. In pra ti e, as dis ussed in Chapter 5,
we expe t remset sizes to range from negligible to at most a tenth of .
If major olle tion s heduling is su essful, then Shades is real-time in terms
of disk writing per group ommit. However, the CPU work needed by the loop
traversing the remset on line 9 in Major-Colle tion-Step depends on the remset size, whi h may be onsiderable, e.g. in the pathologi al ase in the previous
paragraph. Dupli ating popular ells may alleviate this problem, but interla ing
the remset traversal loop with minor olle tions solves it entirely. This would require having a separate opy sta k for minor olle tions. Furthermore, sin e the
appli ation may want to a ess ells in the Fromspa e, we have to store forwarding
addresses elsewhere.
Sin e Shines does not have pointer-wise omparison, neither dupli ating the
popular ells nor interla ing remset traversal with minor olle tions is apparent to
the Shines programmer.
M

2.7 Implementation
As mentioned earlier, we have implemented the Shades garbage olle tor and re overy algorithm ourselves. The implementation was never aimed to result in a akey,
stripped-down resear h prototype. We have aimed to produ e well-designed, solid,
lean, and eÆ ient ode. Code reviews, pro ling, and heavy testing with aggressive
fail-fast programming te hniques have been used intensively to this end. To date
we have re overed a deliberately rashed database for over 100.000 times without
a single failure. The ode and database images have been tested to work on and
a ross numerous UNIX-like platforms, in luding 64-bit pro essors and di erent byte
orders.
The interfa e from Shades to the higher layers is delightfully simple:
1. For ea h ell there must be ode that omputes the size of the ell and enumerates all pointers in it.
2. A root blo k is essentially a global re ord of words and pointers.
3. A fun tion whi h tells whether the rst generation ontains the given number
of unallo ated words.
4. A fun tion whi h allo ates a ell of the given size.
5. A fun tion whi h ommen es group ommit, lears the rst generation, and
possibly performs some garbage olle tion in the mature part of the database.
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In addition to a run-time for a persistent programming language, the persistent
garbage olle tor and its index stru tures an be used also from C and with smart
pointer interfa es also from C++ and Java. Unfortunately the C interfa e will have
to take into a ount the invalidation of pointer values outside of the root blo k
during group ommit. Furthermore the Java interfa e is sluggish, partly be ause
of Java itself and partly be ause the smart pointers are removed from the root
set only after the smart pointer obje ts have been nalized by the Java garbage
olle tor. Nevertheless, our implementation of Shades was designed to be exible
enough to fa ilitate the implementation of dedi ated database engines, possibly with
new appli ation oriented ell types and index stru tures.
2.7.1

Cells

Sin e it must be possible to add new kinds of ells without breaking existing modularity, we have reserved the topmost eight bits from the rst word of ea h ell as a
type tag for the ell. The odes that determine the size and enumerate the pointers
of the ells are indexed with these type tags. Approximately 50 di erent ell types
are urrently reserved for various purposes, leaving an abundan e of ell types for
future use.2 The lowest 24 bits of the rst word of ea h ell an be used by the
appli ation.
Forwarding addresses are their own ell type. The a tual forwarding address
is stored in the se ond word in the ell. Sin e any ell may be written over by a
forwarding address, no ell may be shorter than two words.
Currently ells an onsist of raw data words, pointers, non-nil pointers, tagged
words [34, 6, 89℄, and also of unused words. Non-nil pointers are a slight optimization
and also a basis for some assertions during debugging. The meaning of tagged words
depend of their two lowermost bits, giving 30 bits for raw data or signi ant pointer
bits. Sin e ells are word-aligned, thirty bits will suÆ e in 32-bit ma hines.
2.7.2

Memory Organization

Contrary to pages in mature generations, the rst generation allo ator allo ates
downwards. This has the bene t of leaving the allo ated ell's address onveniently
in the allo ation pointer, whi h we try to allo ate globally in a CPU register using
ompiler-spe i tri ks [85℄. In addition to testing memory exhaustion, a pointer to
the end of the last page an also be used to test whether a ell belongs to the rst
generation. The resulting allo ator is therefore identi al to the one used in Appel's
landmark work on SML/NJ [5, 6℄.
Memory allo ation an not fail. Before allo ation the aller must he k whether
there is suÆ ient free memory in the rst generation. This an be done with simple
2

Note that the user-de ned types in persistent programming language dis ussed brie y in Chapter 4 do not onsume the ell type tag spa e.
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pointer arithmeti . Furthermore, sin e a single he k an over several eventual alloation requests, this expli it he k in urs a negligible overhead and hardly motivates
the ina essible memory region tri k suggested by Appel [5℄.
If possible, also the base address of the database is allo ated globally in a CPU
register.
Pages are lo ated adja ently and starting from the base address. Furthermore,
sin e we require the page size to be a power of two, a simple shift-right instru tion
of the address of a ell gives the page number of the ell. This idea has been used
also in train olle tors for translating ell addresses to train numbers [37, 80℄. A
transient array indexed by the page number gives the generation of the page.
Remembered sets are implemented as linked lists, but so that several onse utive values are ombined to a single linked list node in order to de rease memory
overhead. Unused remset nodes are organized in a freelist.
When debugging, all ells in the rst generation are interleaved with a one word
\red zone". The onsisten ies of these red zones are he ked o asionally. This, and
some other similar tri ks have helped us to dete t and nd several programming
errors in Shades, index stru tures, byte ode interpreter, and even in Shines ode.
2.7.3

Major Colle tion S heduling

The longer we an wait before we start a mature generation olle tion, the more data
has be ome garbage by the time garbage olle tion starts, and the more eÆ ient
garbage olle tion will be. But, should only little garbage be olle ted from the
newest mature generations, the major olle tor will have to perform numerous steps
to make room for next minor olle tions, resulting thereby in poor realtimeness.
As we are writing this, we do not know how to solve the above problem for all
possible workloads. Instead we give the database administrators three parameters to
tweak: start g limit, mid g limit, and mid g e ort. Figure 2.3 shows how mu h
major olle tion e ort, measured in terms of disk writing per major olle tion step,
will at least be done given a ertain amount of free memory in the database.
Sin e the youngest mature generation is the most re ently olle ted rst generation and no spa e would be released when olle ting it immediately again, it
is bene ial to wait for one or a few minor olle tions after Major-Colle tionBegin before issuing the rst Major-Colle tion-Step. Furthermore, as shown
in Se tion 2.4, we have to refrain from issuing Major-Colle tion-End in the
same ommit group in whi h we issued Major-Colle tion-Step. The minimum
time in whi h the whole database an be olle ted is therefore two ommit groups.
Therefore, as long as the amount of free memory in the database is less than the
equivalent of two rst generations, maximum major olle tion speed will be used.
In our urrent implementation of Shades the database will rash if even the maximum major olle tion e ort fails to provide suÆ ient free memory. The database
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database size
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commit
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Figure 2.3: Control parameters and dependen e of major olle tion e ort per ommit
group on the amount of free memory.
image an, however, be re overed and exe ution an be ontinued if more memory
has been allo ated for the database. In pra ti e this solution is not satisfa tory and
will have to be improved in future: the database manager might kill low-priority
transa tions and run user-de ned pro edures whi h dis ard data of less importan e.
Weak pointers [91℄, or pointers whose weakness depends on the amount of free
memory, may also provide useful for memory onservation.
For reasons explained in Se tion 5.3, whenever mature garbage olle tion is a tive, we issue at least one Major-Colle tion-Step even if the amount of free
memory would ex eed start g limit.
2.7.4

The IO Layer

When updates are frequent, disk writing typi ally be omes the performan e bottlene k in main memory databases. Fortunately disk writes an be made more eÆ ient
by writing in parallel to several disks, i.e. by employing disk striping. In a singlethreaded system parallel writing an be onveniently a hieved using asyn hronous
writes: while one disk performs asyn hronously the previous write, the pro essor
an already issue the next write to another disk.
In Shades there are some additional opportunities for asyn hronous writing.
In parti ular, sin e mature garbage olle tion is done in the beginning of ommit
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groups, writing olle ted mature generations to disk an be done on urrently with
serving new transa tions.
Currently asyn hronous writes have been implemented using both POSIX.4
aio write, Solaris aiowrite, and with normal UNIX writes issued on urrently
using POSIX.4a threads. All pending asyn hronous writes must be nished before
writing the root blo k. The bene ts of asyn hronous writes will be dis ussed in
Se tion 5.4.
Parallel disk reads onversely speed up re overy. Currently parallel reads are
used to read all the pages of a generation. It might be possible to read also several
generations in parallel, but this would require hanges in the re overy algorithm.
In addition to a tual disk IO and disk spa e management, the IO layer also
performs possible byte order translations when reading blo ks during re overy.
As urrently implemented, our database server in ludes no support for media
re overy. It would, however, be trivial to implement e.g. simple mirroring by modifying only the IO ode.
The interfa es and behavior of the IO layer have been studied in greater detail
by Antti-Pekka Liedes [51℄.
2.7.5

Con urren y

In disk-based databases transa tions frequently request information not resident in
main memory. Sin e disk reads are rather slow, in the order of 10 millise onds, and
be ause other transa tions ould be served and other hardware resour es utilized
during that 10 ms period, most disk-based database servers are multi-threaded.
Typi ally ea h transa tion is assigned to a thread whi h performs the index operations, disk reads and log writes a ording to the transa tion's query plan. In
order to keep shared resour es, su h as the bu er a he and various data stru tures,
onsistent, threads prote t them using lo ks, or lat hes, as the database world alls
them.
Unfortunately eÆ ient programming with threads and lo ks is notoriously hard,
parti ularly if the threads share intensively ommon data stru tures prote ted by
lo ks. Merely su essfully taking and releasing a lo k typi ally lasts in the order of
one mi rose ond, and if the lo k was already taken, from ten or twenty up to several
hundred mi rose onds pass before another thread advan es. Current omputers
an easily perform hundreds of simple arithmeti operations in one mi rose ond.
Furthermore, pre-emptively multithreading programs tend to be very hard to debug,
pro le and test.
In a main memory database no disk reading is ne essary after re overy. In our
database server disk writes and network a tivities an o ur only at a few pla es
in ode and exe ution. Given the horrors of multi-threaded programming des ribed
above and the simpli ed setting main memory database servers, we hose to make
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our database single-threaded. All memory management, index operations and query
exe ution is performed by the same thread, without any lo king and overhead aused
thereof.
Naturally, in order to serve several transa tions on urrently, the query interpreter will have to implement its own threads. This work, however, turned out to be
a very small matter of programming on e the ar hite ture and run-time organization
was implemented as des ribed in Se tion 4.2.
Although we need no on urren y ontrol to keep data stru tures stru turally
onsistent, we do need on urren y ontrol to keep data stru tures transa tiononsistent. At this point it is not lear how we will hoose to do this, but numerous
approa hes have been dis ussed in literature.

2.8 Related Work
As far as we know, no garbage olle tor ex ept ours has required the appli ation to
treat the ontents of mature generations as immutable. We shall all mutable mature generations partitions in a ordan e with the literature dis ussing su h garbage
olle tors. Consider the hanges needed if Shades did allow mutation. We would
run into at least three onsiderable sour es of overhead.
First, these destru tive updates would have to be logged on disk. No separate
he kpointing would, however, be needed as the he kpointing pass over the database
an be merged with the major olle tion of all partitions.
Se ond, we would also have to maintain remembered sets of pointers from older
partitions to newer ones and to update them during pointer mutations. Also the
rst generation would need a remset. In ase the pointer values are mutated again,
these remembered sets would have to be pruned away their outdated pointer values
during olle tion. Unlike remsets for pointers from newer to older partitions, whi h
an be dis arded as soon as the older generation has been olle ted, the remsets
for pointers from older to newer generations will have to remain inta t and o upy
pre ious memory resour es over major olle tion rounds as well.
Third, we would have to re onstru t the old-to-young partition remsets somehow
during re overy. A simple s an over the older generations will not suÆ e sin e the
relative order of pointers in the remsets is also signi ant. One solution might be
to represent old-to-young generation remsets in some sorted order, but this would
naturally be omputationally expensive.
Alternatively to re onstru ting remembered sets during re overy, we ould keep
them in stable storage. Updating pointers in a ell and espe ially moving a ell to
another pla e will require hanges in the remsets and therefore onsiderable in rease
in disk a tivity.
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Most partitioned garbage olle tors are optimized for heaps and remsets larger
than the main memory. In su h ases onsiderable are must be taken to avoid
unne essary disk reading and writing of remsets. These olle tors usually assume
only the olle ted partition and its remset and other metadata must be present in
main memory during olle tion.
PMOS [63, 64℄ stores remsets atta hed to ea h partition. These remsets also
ontain the address of the referred ell, not only the address of the referring pointer.
When a ell is moved by the olle tor and the referring pointer is not in main memory, the hange in the ell's lo ation is stored in persistent lists to be pat hed into
the referring pointer the next time when it is read into main memory. Maheswari's
algorithm [53℄ maintains both the in oming and outgoing referen es of a partition in
stable store. The information is kept in a more ompa t form than separate simple
lists.
In PMOS the re ognition of garbage ells is based on train olle tion [36℄. Maheswari's algorithm re laims groups of obje ts spanning over several partitions using
a global marking phase, whi h is piggyba ked with intra-partition olle tions to redu e disk overhead [53℄. Other approa hes in lude referen e ounting [8℄, marking a
\ ut" of the database [83℄, stop-and- opy olle tion [65, 50℄, and ideas shared with
distributed garbage olle tion [52℄.
PMOS has its ba kground in persistent programming languages and Maheshwari's algorithm in obje t databases. While PMOS a tively re lusters obje ts, the
latter expe ts the user to supply a good partitioning: their ben hmarks assume from
0% to at most 15% inter-partition pointers, whi h seems rather optimisti given that
a partition ontains less than 0.4% of the obje ts in the database.
Furthermore, neither PMOS nor Maheshwari's algorithm promise to re laim all
garbage in a single olle tion. Although all garbage will be re laimed eventually, it
may require numerous passes over the whole database.
The algorithms of Kolodner [49℄ and O'Toole [65℄ are based on stop-and- opy
olle tion with two semispa es. Kolodner's algorithm is based on the Ellis{Appel{Li
olle tor [21℄ and uses a read barrier to arguably provide real-timeness. Kolodner's
algorithm logs all hanges done to the heap by the olle tors, for example opying
a single ell results in a log re ord ontaining the old and new addresses of the ell
and the value written over by the forwarding pointer. This naturally results in large
amounts of disk writing, although admittedly those log writes need not be for ed.
O'Toole [65℄ repli ates the heap so that the appli ation an a ess one repli a
while the olle tor performs a standard stop-and- opy on the other repli a. New
ells and updates in the appli ation's repli a are logged. Their ben hmarks report
80 transa tions per se ond in a TPC-B ben hmark similar to the one des ribed
in Se tion 5, whi h is two to three orders of magnitude less than our results. We
suspe t that they failed to use ommit grouping, whi h would partly explain su h
poor results.
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To our knowledge Shades is the only stop-and- opy olle tor whi h does not
need two semispa es, does not use logs, and maintains remembered sets in transient
memory.
While ex ellent surveys exist on transient garbage olle tion [91, 42℄ and distributed garbage olle tion [1℄, no survey of similar extent has been done on persistent garbage olle tion. In our opinion the best and most up-to-date survey is given
in [53℄.

Chapter 3
Index Stru tures
Numerous data stru tures and algorithms have been presented in standard textbook
literature, but pra ti ally all of them are imperative: they assume updates in pla e
are possible anywhere in the data stru ture at any time. Re ently resear hers have
be ome interested in fun tional data stru tures [66, 67℄. This resear h an be applied to pra ti e in purely fun tional programming languages, su h as Miranda and
Haskell, where no primitives for update-in-pla e are given to the programmer.
However, although Miranda and Haskell disallow mutation from the appli ation
programmer, all known eÆ ient exe ution methods of these lazy fun tional languages
frequently mutate old data stru tures [70℄. Fortunately stri t fun tional languages
an be eÆ iently exe uted without mutating old values, making them amenable to
Shades. We all data stru tures implemented in lazy and stri t pure fun tional
programming languages lazy and stri t fun tional data stru tures, respe tively.1
Interestingly, theoreti al investigations [71, 11℄ have shown that there are problems whi h require linear time when implemented in a imperative or lazy fun tional
language, but ( log ) time when implemented in a stri t fun tional language.
Whether a similar di eren e exists between lazy and imperative languages is unknown. Nevertheless, although an algorithm implemented on top of Shades may
unavoidably be a fa tor of (log ) slower than its imperative equivalent, we note
that these ases seem to be rare in pra tise, and even then the apparently smaller
onstant fa tors in Shades may outweigh the in rease in asymptoti omplexity.
At this point we have to remind that only a part of the work on index stru tures
was done by the author of this Thesis; a large portion of the theoreti al and experimental work has been ondu ted by other people in the Hi ase-proje t | either in
n

n
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1
An unfortunate disorder reigns in the terminology: numerous sour es, in luding [66℄, frequently
fail to learly state whether an algorithm requires lazy evaluation, and [79, 20, 45℄ use the word
\persistent" to refer to data stru tures whose old versions are retained during updates, but whose
implementation may nevertheless require imperative update-in-pla e modi ations. All fun tional
data stru tures are automati ally persistent in this sense. The on ept of \Pure LISP" in some
older arti les is equivalent to a stri t fun tional programming language.
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the supervision of the author or despite of it. Proper redits are given to these kind
souls at appropriate points.

3.1 Tree-like Data Stru tures
An imperative implementation of tree-like data stru tures an usually be rather
easily translated to its fun tional ounterpart: if a leaf node is modi ed, the path
from the leaf to the root is opied yielding a new root. Sarnak and Tarjan [79℄ alled
this general te hnique path opying when implementing persistent data stru tures.
Path opying an usually be done without a slowdown in asymptoti omplexity:
sin e traversing from the root of a tree to a leaf node already requires (log ) steps,
rewriting the traversed path from the possibly modi ed leaf node ba k to the root
does not in rease the asymptoti omplexity. Furthermore, sin e reating ells is
very heap in Shades, usually mu h heaper than reading ells from main memory
when traversing the path downwards, also the in rease in onstant fa tors remains
small.
Consequently this se tion on trees will present mostly a brief introdu tion to the
implementation and some low-level optimizations, but in Se tions 3.2 and 3.3 we
shall see how reje ting mutation a e ts data stru ture design more deeply.
O

3.1.1

n

Balan ed Trees

Three di erent balan ed trees have been implemented on top of Shades: Sirkku
Paajanen [67℄ implemented leaf-oriented AVL-trees and internal node 2-3-4{trees
and found the latter ones slightly slower for small trees. But sin e 2-3-4{trees ontain
larger nodes and relatively fewer pointers, they onsume less memory, whi h in turn
improves performan e when the trees are very large and more e ort is spent on
garbage olle tion [67, p. 55℄. Furthermore, internal nodes in leaf-oriented trees
frequently ontain referen es to keys already removed from the database, thereby
preventing the garbage olle tor from re laiming them.
Paajanen's work did not over all ne essary and on eivable tree operations.
Therefore, in 1998, Jarkko Lavinen implemented a third set of trees, internal node
AVL-trees, now omplete with group and range operations and ursor-like fun tionality for s anning and updating keys and values. Some of the algorithmi hoi es
were a e ted by Lauri Malmi's work [55℄.
Contrary to Paajanen, Lavinen used Shines instead of C, whi h onsiderably
redu ed the e ort of implementation. Despite the overhead of the byte ode interpreter, similar performan e was rea hed when these measures were taken:
 To represent an AVL-tree node using a standard Shines tuple requires six
words: the rst word is reserved by Shades and the tuple size (as des ribed in
Chapter 4) and the following words are o upied by the AVL-balan e, the key
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and value of the node, and addresses of the left and right subtrees. To onserve
memory we hose to amend Shines with a new primitive data type, the AVLnode, whi h is represented by a single three to ve word ell in Shades: the 24
lowermost bits of the rst words are not reserved by Shades and an therefore
be used to store the heights of the left and right subtrees, and the addresses
to subtrees are stored in the ell only if they really are present. This redu es
the memory onsumption of AVL-nodes by a third.
 Seven new byte ode instru tions were written to query the on guration and
elds of the AVL-node ells, and one new byte ode instru tion to reate a new
AVL-node ell when given the key, value, and left and right subtrees. Should
the height di eren e between the left and right subtree be two, this instru tion
would also perform the ne essary single and double rotations to restore the
balan e.
 A Just-In-Time ompiler des ribed brie y in Se tion 4.3.2.7 translates the
most time- onsuming fun tions, in luding AVL-routines, into C, spawns the
C- ompiler and dynami ally links the obje t les into the database server.
3.1.2

Tries

If the key of the tree is, or an onveniently be onverted to a sequen e of bits,
tries [24, 29℄ are usually a more eÆ ient index stru ture alternative to balan ed
trees. At least ten di erent tries with varying ompression methods, bu ket and
node sizes have been implemented and experimented on Shades.
Currently the most signi ant and most featureful trie implementation is due to
Sirkku Paajanen and yours truly [67℄. This trie has a node size of four. It uses path
ompression to ompress sequen es of single- hild nodes into one node and width
ompression to remove null pointers from trie nodes. This trie is used to implement
e.g. integer-keyed maps in Shines.
Iivonen and Tikkanen [39℄ have re ently designed the PWL-trie whi h uses level
ompression in addition to the above ompression methods. This trie ombines
two levels of un ombined nodes into one larger node whenever the ombined node
will have at most 13 hildren. For most key distributions this redu es the memory
onsumed by pointers and ell headers and results in memory savings up to almost
25% for various test inputs [39℄. Neither of these two tries use bu keting.
Some of the tries implemented on Shades are dedi ated to spe i kinds of keys.
Analysis trees, e.g., assume keys are telephone digit strings. Similar dedi ated index
stru tures may be implemented for string keys and IP routing tables.
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Strings

In C, hara ter strings are usually represented by arrays of hara ters, usually terminated by the nil- hara ter. This gives ex ellent hara ter lookup and update
performan e, but string on atenation takes linear time.
In Shades we hose to represent strings with tree-like stru tures, designed and
implemented by Lars Wirzenius. The leaves of the tree ontain a varying number
of hara ters, typi ally from one to 32. Internal nodes of the tree behave somewhat
similarly to nodes in B-trees ex ept that keys are a tually relative hara ter positions
from the beginning of the subtree. The root of the tree ontains an o set into the
string and its length. These two elds allow the programmer to skip hara ters from
the beginning and the end of the string without having to opy internal and leave
nodes of the tree, only the root node.
With this string representation hara ter lookups and updates and string onatenation an be done in (log ) time. Removing hara ters from the beginning
and the end of strings takes onstant time. Great are was taken to make it as
eÆ ient as possible to opy Shades' strings into C-representation and ba k. Long
strings reated from their equivalents in C onsume approximately 30% more memory in Shades, but sin e parts of strings an be shared regardless of how the strings
are manipulated, memory onsumption may eventually be smaller in Shades than
in C.
The set of string operations in Shines will be extensive, ranging from basi
primitives des ribed above to various onversion, sear hing and regular expression
mat hing operations.
O

n

3.2 Double-Ended Queues
While tree-like data stru tures seem very amenable for fun tional programming,
queues, double-ended queues (or deques) and mergeable priority queues with deletion
are onsiderably more hallenging. In an imperative language a deque might be
implemented with a doubly linked list or a ring bu er should the number of items
in the deque have an upper bound. Unfortunately arbitrary doubly linked lists an
not be onstru ted and de nitely not modi ed in stri t fun tional programming
languages.
An old tri k to implement a stri t fun tional queue is to divide the queue in two
lists, the head and tail lists. The tail is stored in reverse order, i.e. the last item
inserted to the queue is the rst item in the tail. Items are removed from the queue
by popping them away the head. Should the head be empty, the tail is reversed to a
new head-part and leared. On average this queue has onstant insert and remove
omplexity, but the worst ase omplexity of a remove an nevertheless be ( )
where is the number of items in the queue.
O n

n
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In 1981 Hood and Melville [35℄ presented a stri t fun tional queue whi h in rementally reverses the tail-part during other operations, thereby rea hing onstant
time performan e in all ases. In 1993 Chuang and Goldberg [16℄ extended the same
idea to over deques. In 1995 Kaplan and Tarjan [45℄ devised a te hnique alled
re ursive slow-down and used it to design deques with onstant-time atenation.
Four di erent queues or deques have been implemented on Shades. Paajanen
implemented Hood-Melville{queues and designed logarithmi queues [67℄, where insertions to either end of the queue ould be done in onstant time, but deleting the
rst item from the queue required (log ) time. In pra ti e, however, the logarithmi queue was over two times more eÆ ient and onsumed 25{30% less memory
than the Hood-Melville queue [67, p. 37℄. This suggests that onstant fa tors have
a signi ant importan e and may easily outweigh logarithmi fa tors in pra ti e.
Unfortunately the logarithmi queue is not double-ended. Therefore two deques
were designed aiming at minimizing the onstant fa tors while retaining at most
logarithmi worst ase performan e. Iivonen used bu ers of at most items in the
head and tail of the deque and a tree-like stru ture to implement the deque of full
bu ers in the middle [38℄. The value of was determined experimentally and usually
set to ve. This stru ture has logarithmi average ase omplexity for all operations,
but still outperformed Hood-Melville{queues in most tests. It also onsumes almost
30{40% less memory than the logarithmi queue.
The author of this Thesis took the idea of bu ering further and repla ed the
tree in Iivonen's deque with a deque of full bu ers. In this respe t it follows some
ideas presented in [45℄, but with several simpli ations and optimizations. This idea
provided similar pra ti al performan e to logarithmi queues and almost identi al
memory onsumption to Iivonen's solution. This deque is urrently widely used,
e.g. to implement s heduling and message queues between byte ode threads, and
probably merits a loser look.
A deque of items of type an be one of the following:
1. Nil, signifying an empty deque.
2. A bu er ontaining from one to items, where may be, e.g., ve.
3. A triple h
i, where
and are bu ers ontaining items
of type and
is a deque ontaing full bu ers of items of type .
O

n

k

k

T

k

head; middle; tail

T

k

head

tail

middle

T

In other words, following the
-pointers the deque appears like a sta k of
two in reasingly deeper trees, where the tree nodes are implemented by bu ers and
all non-root tree nodes are full. Figure 3.1 shows one possible deque ontaining the
integer items from one to 116. Re tangles represent bu ers.
Many operations manipulate only the single bu er or the
and
bu ers
of the topmost level. O asionally, on average every fth operation, we have to move
full bu ers from and to deeper levels. For example, when inserting an item to the
end of the deque, if the
bu er is full, the bu er is inserted last into the deque
middle

head

tail

tail
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First level

< , , >

1

Second level

2 3 4 5 6

112 113 114 115 116

< , , >

7 8 9 10 11

87 88 89 90 91

Third level

12 13 14 15 16

62 63 64 65 66

Figure 3.1: A deque of integer items one to 116.
and a singleton bu er with the new item be omes the . If is not full,
the new item is simply inserted last into
bu er.
In the ode below we assume we have various insertion, a ess, and deletion
routines for bu ers readily implemented. In Shades bu ers are implemented using
single ells.
Insert-Last(
)
1 if deque = nil then
2 return a bu er ontaining only item
3 elseif deque is a full bu er then
4 return hdeque nil a bu er ontaining only item i
5 elseif deque is a non-full bu er then
6 return deque with item inserted last
7 elseif deque is a triple h
i and is a full bu er then
8 return hhead Insert-Last(middle tail ) a bu er ontaining only item i
9 elseif deque is a triple h
i and is a non-full bu er then
10 return hhead middle tail with item inserted lasti

middle

tail

tail

tail

deque; item

;

;

head; middle; tail

;

;

head; middle; tail

;

tail

;

tail

;

Figure 3.2 illustrates the deque with the value 117 inserted last. In this ase we
had to insert a full -bu er the
deque on both topmost levels.
tail

middle
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Before Insert-Last

After Insert-Last

< , , >

< , , >

1

112 113 114 115 116

117

< , , >

2 3 4 5 6

< , , >

87 88 89 90 91

7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

62 63 64 65 66

Figure 3.2: The deque before and after inserting 117 last.
Note that the
and
in the triple are never empty. Therefore the rst
element of the deque is either the rst element of the bu er or the rst element of
the
bu er in the triple.
When removing the rst item in a deque with a
with only one item in it,
the
will have to be re lled from the
. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Should the
be Nil, the triple degenerates to a single bu er.
Remove-First(
)
1 if deque is a bu er ontaining only one item then
2 return nil
3 elseif deque is a bu er ontaining several items then
4 return deque with the rst item removed
5 elseif deque is a triple h
i and
ontains only one item then
6 return tail
7 elseif deque is a triple h
i and
ontains only one item then
8 return h rst item in middle Remove-First(middle ) tail i
9 elseif deque is a triple h
i then
10 return hhead with the rst item removed middle tail i
head

tail

head

head

head

middle

middle

deque

head; N il; tail

head

head; middle; tail

head

;

;

head; middle; tail

;

;

Inserting a new rst item and removing the last item are analogous to the previous two fun tions.
As mentioned earlier, only full bu ers are pushed downwards to a deeper level.
Therefore a singleton bu er on level ontains at least i 1 items, i.e. the depth of
i

k
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After removing first

Before removing first

< , , >

< , , >

113 114 115 116 117

1

< , , >

< , , >

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

88 89 90 91 92

62 63 64 65 66

Figure 3.3: The deque after and before removing the rst item.
the deque sta k is (log ). Sin e ea h all to an insert or delete spends a onstant
time on a level, the worst ase ost of an insert or delete is logarithmi .
On average, however, this deque performs better, sin e we have to issue a re ursive all only for full bu ers in inserts and singleton bu ers in deletions. Therefore
a re ursive all has a probability of 1/k. If we denote the ost of handling ea h level
in the sta k by , an upper bound for the expe ted ost of an update is
O

n

X (1

dlog ne

=k

i=1

)i

1

Even if we let ! 1, we have a onvergent geometri series for
1. Therefore,
although our worst ase performan e is logarithmi , the average insert and delete
ost is onstant. In parti ular, we rea h this average ase performan e always if we
use the deque as a queue.
A tually, following the idea of Kaplan and Tarjan [45℄, it is possible to divide
the ost of removes and inserts in deeper levels over all insert and remove operations
so that a onstant worst ase performan e an be rea hed. This approa h, however,
while theoreti ally interesting, unfortunately also ompli ates ode and in reases
the onstant fa tors so that we hose not to use it [13℄.
Note that it is possible to perform lookups and updates of the th item in (log )
time in all our deque and (log ) all other queues ex ept those based on lists, e.g.
Hood-Melville{queues, where lookups take linear time. It is, however not possible
n

k >

i

O

n

O

i
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to remove and insert new items anywhere ex ept the edges of the deque, nor is it
possible to atenate two deques or split a deque into two in onstant time.
3.5M
Our deque (without mutation optimizations)
Paajanen’s logarithmic queue
Iivonen’s deque
Hood & Melville queue
4-Way trie with path and width compression used as a queue

Insertions and deletions per second

3M

2.5M

2M

1.5M

1M

500k

3

10

32

100

316

1k
10k
100k
Number of values in queue

1M

10M

100M

Figure 3.4: Queue performan e ben hmark. See Se tion 5.4 for the ben hmark
setting. The database was not ba ked up on disk.

3.3 Priority Queues
Priority queues, frequently also alled heaps, provide at least the following opera-

tions:
1. Creating an empty priority queue and asking whether a given priority queue
is empty.
2. Inserting an item into a priority queue.
3. Finding and deleting the item with the highest priority in the priority queue.
4. Merging two priority queues.
Additionally we may wish to be able to
5. Delete a given item from the priority queue.
but as we shall see, this will prove to be diÆ ult in a stri t fun tional language.
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Numerous tree-like data stru tures have been proposed to implement priority
queues. Various heap-ordered trees are one of the most ommon: here the item at
ea h node has a higher priority than the items in its des endants. For example,
Brodal and Okasaki [13℄ present an optimal solution that requires (log ) time to
delete the highest priority item, but uses only onstant time for any other operation
1.{4. See also [66, 67, 47℄ for other implementations.
Deleting an arbitrary item from a heap-ordered tree is trivial path opying providing we know the path from the item to the root. In imperative implementations
we an add a pointer from ea h item to its parent and eventually to the root. In
addition to being forbidden in fun tional programming, this also prohibits storing
the same item in several priority queues.
Apparently only two solutions have been presented in the literature [13℄. The
rst one is to use two priority queues, one \positive" priority queue ontaining the
a tual items and another \negative" priority queue ontaining items deleted from
the rst priority queue. Deleting an item would insert it in the negative priority
queue. Positive and negative o urren es of the same item an el ea h other when
deleting the highest priority item. Unfortunately deleting the highest priority item
now has the worst ase performan e of ( log ) where is the minimum of
insert and delete operations ever performed to the priority queue. Another problem
is that items logi ally deleted from the priority still remain referred and therefore
this priority queue \leaks memory" despite garbage olle tion.
The se ond solution is to use e.g. a binary sear h tree to represent the priority
queue, possibly amended with a pointer from the root of the tree to the leftmost
(or rightmost) item in order to give onstant sear h time for the highest priority
item. Both deletions and insertions would ost a logarithmi time. Unfortunately
operation 4, merging two priority queues, would ost linear time. It might, however,
be possible to perform the merge of the sear h trees in rementally during later
insertions and deletions in the priority queue, but urrently we do not quite know
how to do it eÆ iently.
Neither solution is adequate although the latter solution has not yet been thoroughly investigated. A third solution might be to simulate an imperative priority
queue: whereas imperative priority queues are given the address of an item to insert
or delete, their fun tional simulations would be given an integer handle allo ated
by the aller and a fun tion whi h ompares the priorities of two handles. Pointers
ausing y les in the imperative priority queue would be mapped through an indire tion in the simulation. If we implement the indire tion with a trie, we an perform
reasonably eÆ ient in remental merging. Naturally most updates in the simulation
would arry an overhead of a logarithmi fa tor ompared to the imperative version.
Clearly priority queues with deletion is an open theoreti al problem, and therefore despite some trials [67℄, we have not yet de ided our priority queue implementation(s) on Shades.
O
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3.4 Low-Level Optimizations
Although by default ells in Shades are manipulated opy-on-write, when a ell
resides in the rst generation and it is not yet visible outside the program fragment
that allo ated it, the ell an be mutated in pla e. These optimizations are used
arefully in only a few pla es in index stru tures and the byte ode interpreter:
 Obje ts in Shines are implemented using tiny tries. The ompiler an frequently dedu e that an obje t is being referred to by only one variable in the
program. Su h obje ts an be updated-in-pla e. In ben hmarks, although over
a third of eld updates were destru tive, the speedup was hardly measurable.

 As dis ussed in Chapter 4.2, message queues, thread s heduling queues, on-

text ells, and sta k frames are updated in pla e whenever possible in the byte
ode interpreter. Updating sta k frames in pla e redu es CPU- onsumption
on average by a third over a large set of ben hmarks. The other optimizations
redu e the ost of ontext swit hing and inter-thread messaging in the virtual ma hine. Combined they save another third on the very ommuni ationintensive ben hmark \Client" des ribed in Se tion 5.1, but hardly nothing on
other ben hmarks.

Clearly there are pla es where update-in-pla e optimizations result in a worthwhile speedup. But these pla es are rare, sometimes hard to re ognize, and a ording to our experien es, usually very hard to implement orre tly so that they retain
referential transparen y. It also appears that tree-like data stru tures bene t very
little from updates-in-pla e.
There are also some routines to retra t all allo ations sin e a given point in
time in same ommit group. These an be used to avoid useless rst generation
onsumption when, e.g., an index operation that has already allo ated some memory
noti es the operation will fail or be nilpotent.

Chapter 4
Shines
The design and implementation of the database programming language, Shines, built
on top of Shades, is still underway. Numerous synta ti and semanti hanges, most
notably a module system and stati typing, are imminent. Therefore, and be ause
other texts des ribing Shines are in the pro ess of being written, little attention will
be paid to the Shines language from the prospe tive programmer's point of view;
mostly we shall dis uss the data stru tures, algorithms, design and implementation
in the byte ode interpreter and the ba k end of the byte ode ompiler.
Nevertheless, regardless of pending work, urrent Shines, also olloquially alled
Nolang, an already bootstrap itself and it has been used to implement a graphi al
user interfa e library and numerous ben hmark and demonstration programs.

4.1 Shines Values as Shades Cells
Before going on to des ribe the byte ode interpreter and ompiler, we shall olle t
and review the methods we use to represent Shines values of various types using
ells.
 As mentioned in Se tion 2.7.1, ells an ontain tagged words [34, 6, 89℄. The
meaning of tagged words depend of their lowermost bits.
A ommon solution for tagged words is to have the lowermost bits 00 signify
a pointer and for example 01 signify an integer value. Following pointers an
be done without further pro essing, but integer operations require a some bit
operations in addition to the a tual omputation.
In Shades following a pointer requires adding the pointer with the base address
of the database to get the true address of the ell. Therefore we hose to
use the opposite meanings of lowermost bits: now arithmeti operations on
tagged integers need fewer bit operations and learing the lowermost bits when
following a pointer an be done by subtra ting one from the base address of
42
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the database. The lowermost bit patterns 10 and 11 are reserved for future
use.
As dis ussed in Se tion 3.1.3, strings are represented by a tree-like data stru ture.
String onstants and fun tion, type and eld names are interned as in LISPsystems: ea h di erent string is given a unique integer whi h an be used for
example for more eÆ ient sear hing in various data stru tures.
Lists, i.e. ons- ells, are their own ell type. The size of a ons ell is three
words while many LISP-systems use only two words. On the other hand Shines
has many other primitive data types in addition to lists and they are therefore
probably less frequent in Shines than in LISP. Furthermore the 24 lowermost
bits in the rst word of ons ells are unused and might in future be used to
store for example length information. This would be possible sin e the type
system of Shines will guarantee that all lists will be properly Nil-terminated.
-tuples are represented as single ells of tagged words in addition to the
rst word. The value of is stored in the lowermost 24 bits of the rst word.
We have tentatively dis ussed adding tuples with named elds into Shines.
These would di er from full- edged obje ts in that they an not be multiply
inherited.
The urrent implementation of Shines does not yet have oating point values.
A simple, though naturally suboptimal solution would be to \box" ea h oating point value into its own ell. Many, if not most, other implementations of
programming languages do this.
Neither does the urrent implementation of Shines support arbitrary pre ision
integers, or bignums.
As mentioned in Se tion 3.1.2, tries are used to implement maps with integer
keys. While these an be used as normal arrays, they are eÆ ient also when
keys are distributed sparsely. The lowermost bits are shifted away from the
tagged words representing the integer keys; otherwise the trie might be one
level higher and all leaf nodes singleton nodes.
Maps have their own synta ti sugar in Shines. For example the expression
m.[k℄ nds the value of key k in the map m. The expression m.[k := v℄
returns a new map with the key k and its value v inserted (or repla ed) into
the map m. It is possible that other index stru tures, most notably the AVLtrees des ribed in Se tion 3.1.1, urrently used through expli it fun tion alls
will eventually be sweetened with similar synta sugar.
Obje ts are represented by a small header ell and a small trie. The 24 lowest
bits in the rst word of the header ontain a number that represents the
dynami type of the obje t. The se ond word of the header refers to the root
n

n

n
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of the trie ontaining the elds and their values. The interned eld name of
the re ord is used as the key in the trie.
Most imperative languages implement obje ts using ontiguous pie es of memory; we use a trie. A single- ell representation would be faster for lookups than
a trie, but at least for large obje ts with many elds it would also be slower
to update. But even in very obje t-intensive appli ations these osts remain
reasonable: approximately 4% of CPU-time is used to read the eld values
and another 4% to update eld values in the ompiler. A trie representation
also solves easily the problems related to s hema evolution, rst lass elds,
and indexing elds in multiply inherited obje ts.
Naturally, like maps, also obje ts have their own synta ti sugar. For example
the expression o.f evaluates to the value of eld f of obje t o. The expression
o.<f := v> evaluates to a new obje t whose eld f has the value of the expression v, but is otherwise identi al to the obje t evaluated by the expression
o.
 Lambda-fun tions, losures, and ontinuations [7℄ are represented with by
sta k frame ells, whi h will be dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.2.

4.2 The Byte Code Interpreter
Exe uting a byte ode instru tion onsists of the following steps:
 A essing the arguments of the instru tion.
 Performing the fun tion of the instru tion.
 Storing the results of the instru tion somewhere.
 Adjusting the program ounter p to refer to the next instru tion and dispat hing to it.
The me hanisms of instru tion dispat hing are dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.4.3 and
also in onjun tion with the byte ode assembler in Se tion 4.3.2.6 and Just-InTime ompiling in Se tion 4.3.2.7. In the next Se tions we shall present in reasingly
wider views of the virtual ma hine, whi h di tates how the three rst steps should
behave: rst in Se tion 4.2.1 we study individual instru tions, in Se tion 4.2.2 we
extend the virtual ma hine with fun tion losures and alls, and in Se tion 4.2.3
we dis uss threads, inter-thread messaging and thread s heduling. Numerous subtle
optimizations have been olle ted to Se tion 4.2.4 and, should the optimizations be
related to the byte ode ompiler or the byte ode assembler, also into Se tion 4.3.2.
4.2.1

Byte Code Instru tions

Most byte ode interpreters, in luding Posts ripttm and the Javatm virtual mahine, are based on some sort of a sta k ma hine. This is a bene ial hoi e, sin e
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sta ks of values are suitable for expression evaluation and they are an easy target
language for the ompiler. Furthermore, as dis ussed in [22, Se tion 2.3℄, sta k
ma hine interpreters an be more eÆ ient than register ma hine interpreters.
A ommon solution to redu e the overhead of a essing the arguments and storing the result is to \ a he" the topmost values of the sta k in registers. This optimization is known in numerous forms, but we have hosen a simple and ommon
one, used also in e.g. Obje tive Caml: we keep the last omputed value in a virtual
ma hine register alled a u. If the last instru tion is exe uted only for its side
e e ts, e.g. printing on the s reen, and it does not yield a meaningful value, a u
remains un hanged. Spe i ally, a u is not automati ally lled by popping a value
from the sta k, but the ompiler will have to emit instru tions for reloading the
a u if it so pleases. The register a u also ontains the return value and the last
argument of fun tion alls. In terms of Ertl [22℄, this is stati sta k a hing with a
one register a he and having it lled in the anoni al state. This redu es argument
a ess overhead by approximately 50% [22, Fig. 26℄. Further, although gradually
diminishing improvements would be possible by in reasing the number of registers
in the sta k a he. But this would ompli ate the ompiler, multiply the number of
instru tions possibly thrashing the instru tion a he, and ause a shortage of registers in CISC pro essors su h as the i386. Furthermore, the Just-In-Time ompiler
dis ussed in Se tion 4.3.2.7 has, in addition to many other bene ts, similar e e ts
to aggressive sta k a hing.
The sta k grows upwards, towards higher addresses. The virtual ma hine register
sp is the sta k pointer. It holds the address of the rst free slot in the sta k.
Therefore the C expression *sp++ = a u an be used to push the value of a u
on the sta k and sp[-1℄ an be used to read the topmost value on the sta k.
For example the addition instru tion add is implemented with the C expression
a u += *--sp.
To redu e the overhead of dispat hing, we have merged frequently onse utively
exe uted instru tions into one. For example, pi king values from sta k and pushing them immediately ba k on sta k are frequently performed several times before issuing fun tion alls. We have therefore written su h amusing instru tions as
pi k_push_pi k_push_pi k, whi h takes three values from given positions in the
sta k and pushes them ba k on top of the sta k.
The program ounter p was mentioned earlier. It refers to the beginning of
the instru tion being exe uted. Immediate arguments an be read p -relatively.
For example loading a given onstant 42 to a u is represented by the byte ode
instru tion load_imm +42 and exe uted by the C expression a u = p [1℄.
In order to redu e dispat hing time, all instru tions performing arithmeti have
a ounterpart with an immediate onstant. For example, to add the onstant 42 to
a u an be done with the single byte ode instru tion add_imm +42, implemented as
a u += p [1℄, instead of performing the three instru tions push, load_imm +42,
and add. Furthermore, the ompiler takes into a ount the ommutativity of addi-
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tion and generates the single add_imm instru tion for the addition in both expressions
+ 42 and 42 + .
Ea h instru tion must modify the p , otherwise the interpreter enters an endless
loop. In reasing p by the size of the urrent instru tion pro eeds to the su essive
instru tion while adjusting it otherwise performs a bran h. For example, the C ode
x

x

if (a u == 0)
p += 2;
else
p += p [1℄;

performs a bran h to the label given as an immediate argument if a u is non-zero.
The byte ode assembler, des ribed brie y in Se tion 4.3.2.6, translates symboli
labels into o sets from the urrent instru tion.
Naturally we have merged omparison and onditional bran h instru tions to
avoid the ost of dispat hing between them. This has also the bene t of leaving a
possibly meaningful value in a u instead of setting a u to a temporary boolean
value whi h would be a known onstant in the then- and else-bran hes. This optimization is des ribed further in Se tion 4.3.2.2.
In Shines, as in other fun tional languages, lo al variables are reated by LETexpressions. The expression LET
:=
IN
evaluates the expression ,
binds it to whose s ope is the expression
. The value of the LET-expression
is the value of
. In the byte ode interpreter lo al variables are simply values in
the sta k: we evaluate to a u, push it on the sta k, pro eed to evaluate
,
and nally, unless optimized away, we de rease sp to dis ard the value of from
the sta k.
Finally, for better or for worse, we have to admit that Shines does have global
variables whi h appear to the appli ation programmer as if they ould be mutated
in pla e. In reality, however, these global variables are stored in a trie referred to
by the virtual ma hine register globals. Reading the value of a global variable
performs a sear h in the trie using the interned string id of the name of the global
variable as the key. Updating the value of the variable is a orresponding stri t
fun tional update in the trie.
var

val

var

expr

val

expr

expr

val

expr

val

4.2.2

Byte Code Blo ks and Calls

Byte ode instru tions are stored in byte ode blo ks. Semanti ally a byte ode blo k
orresponds to an extended basi blo k [3, pp. 714℄ in the ompiler: the byte ode
blo k an only be entered from its rst instru tion, it may have multiple exits, and
it has no ba kward bran hes. Spe i ally, byte ode blo ks are exe uted atomi ally
in terms of garbage olle tion and byte ode thread s heduling. A byte ode blo k
is either suspended before ompleting its rst byte ode instru tion or alternatively
exe uted until it exits.
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Byte ode blo ks are implemented as single ells in Shades. In addition to the
byte ode instru tions, byte ode blo k ells ontain various auxiliary information
used for example in pro ling and debugging support. They also des ribe the state
of the sta k of a byte ode thread about to exe ute the byte ode blo k. This
information is used by Shades to olle t the sta ks of byte ode threads. Beginnings
of byte ode blo ks are therefore the g -safe points in Shines [42, 91℄.
A digression on terminology: although byte ode instru tions are in fa t represented by entire words in Shades as well as in many other systems, the term byte
ode has persisted to be used for all kinds of virtual ma hine instru tions stored in
an array or a list.
In onventional programming languages sta ks are implemented as large ontiguous memory areas. In Shades this ould be expensive due to the opy-on-write
prin iple. Additionally traditional ontiguous sta ks are somewhat lumsy for implementing advan ed ontrol stru tures, most notably ontinuations [7, 82℄. Therefore
instead of storing the entire sta k in a single ell we hose to have a ell for ea h
individual sta k frame. In addition to arguments and the exe ution sta k of the
fun tion all, ea h sta k frame ontains a pointer b ode to the byte ode blo k being exe uted and a pointer next to the sta k frame to whi h it returns when the
fun tion returns. The virtual ma hine register frames refers to the rst sta k frame
in the linked list reated by the next-pointers.
The me hanisms of alling and returning are probably best illustrated by an
example. Consider the three fun tions
foo(x,y) := x+bar(y+1);
bar(x) := zap(x+2);
zap(x) := x+3;

The fun tion foo is ompiled into two byte ode blo ks, one (foo.1) for omputing
y+1 and alling bar, another (foo.2) for adding x to a u and returning. The
fun tion bar is ompiled to one byte ode blo k (bar.1), whi h adds 2 to a u and
issues a tail all to zap. Fun tion zap is likewise ompiled to only one byte ode
blo k, zap.1, whi h adds 3 to a u and returns. Fun tion foo requires one word
of sta k spa e to store the value of x, fun tions bar and zap require none sin e all
other omputations happen entirely in a u.1
For all byte ode blo ks representing fun tion entry points there is a prototype
sta k frame. This is stored in the globals trie des ribed in the previous Se tion.
Issuing a all to a fun tion is done by taking a opy of its prototype sta k frame,
setting the next-pointer of the opied sta k frame, pushing all but the last argument
to the opied sta k frame and leaving the last argument to a u, and setting frames
to refer to the opied sta k frame. Figure 4.1 shows the sta k frame when we are
about to enter fun tion foo.
1
Should the ompiler be allowed to inline the alls to bar and zap, only three instru tions would
result from the fun tion foo: add imm +6, add, and return.
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bar.1
frames

x

x

foo.2

foo.1
frames

Figure 4.1: Sta k frames before en- Figure 4.2: Sta k frames before entering fun tion foo. The register tering
fun tion bar.
a u holds the value of y.
zap.1
frames

(bar’s frame)

x

x
foo.2

foo.2
frames

Figure 4.4: Sta k frames after reFigure 4.3: Sta k frames before en- turning to fun tion foo. The regtering fun tion zap.
ister a u holds the return value of
zap and bar.
Before exe uting the instru tions in the byte ode blo k the interpreter he ks
whether the rst generation ontains suÆ ient free memory to serve the maximum
amount of memory that exe uting the byte ode blo k may require. If the rst
generation is about to exhaust, the virtual ma hine registers are stored in the root
blo k and Shades is asked to olle t the rst generation and possibly perform some
mature generation garbage olle tion. Sin e Shades hanges pointer values, the
virtual ma hine registers have to be reread from the root blo k before retrying to
exe ute the byte ode blo k. Rereading virtual ma hine registers from the root blo k
is also the point from where exe ution resumes after re overy.
The byte ode instru tions in foo.1 in rement a u and issue a all to bar.
Sin e we wish to return to foo, we set the next-pointer of the allee's sta k frame
refer to the aller's sta k frame. Furthermore, sin e we do not wish to return to
the byte ode blo k foo.1 but rather to foo.2, we hange the b ode-pointer in the
aller's sta k frame to refer to foo.2. This an be done in-pla e, sin e the exe ution
of foo.1 appears atomi to Shades and the sta k frame was already opied before
exe uting foo.1. The sta k is now illustrated in Figure 4.2.
The instru tions in bar.1 in rement a u by 2 and issue a tail all to fun tion
zap. As in S heme, tail re ursion must be exe uted in onstant spa e also in Shines.
In other words, sta k frames of fun tions that have issued a tail all must be ome
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garbage. This is a omplished simply by not retaining the sta k frame of tail- aller
in the list of frames, i.e. the allee's next-pointer is set to the same value as the
aller's next-pointer. Figure 4.3 shows the sta k frames after issuing the all to zap,
but before entering it. Note that bar's sta k frame still refers to foo's sta k frame,
but nothing refers to bar's sta k frame.
Returning from a fun tion is to set frames to the value of the next-pointer, as
shown in Figure 4.4. It may, however, be ne essary to opy the sta k frame before
exe uting the byte ode blo k. Whether or not opying is ne essary is dis ussed in
Se tion 4.2.4.1.
Shines, as many high-level programming languages, has rst lass fun tions: it
is possible to reate new fun tions on-the- y, treat them as ordinary data, and all
them later. For example, onsider the fun tion make_adder de ned below. When
given an argument x, it reates a new fun tion whi h, when alled, returns the sum
of its argument and x.
make_adder(x) :=
LET f(y) := x+y
IN f;

First lass fun tions usually ontain free variables, whi h are neither arguments
of the fun tion nor de ned by LET-expressions in it. In the above example the
variable x is a free variable in f. The values of free variables must be stored in a
losure.
We have hosen to represent losures using sta k frames and free variables are
regarded as additional arguments to the fun tion. In the above example the ompiler
lifts the lo al unary fun tion f into a global binary fun tion f'(x,y) := x+y. When
we all make_adder, it takes the prototype sta k frame of f', pushes the value of
x on the opied sta k frame, and returns the frame. Calling losures is essentially
identi al to alling global fun tions: the losure sta k frame is opied (sin e it may
be alled several times), the next-pointer is set, all but the last argument are pushed,
the last argument is left in a u, and frames is set to refer to the opied sta k frame.
In pra ti e, however, as a speed optimization we have implemented dedi ated byte
ode instru tions for alling global fun tions.
Closures ould have been organized in numerous alternative ways [7, pp. 112{
114, 142{144℄. Some representations, parti ularly the ones based on sharing ells,
ex lude the live-pre ise garbage olle tion optimization dis ussed in Se tion 4.3.2.3.
Our representation, on the other hand, ex ludes mutation of the lo al variables |
but this is onsistent with the general design of Shines.
Re ursive lo al fun tions need to a ess their own losure in order to issue the
re ursive all. Mutually re ursive lo al fun tions require y li losures whi h refer
to ea h other. This is possible in Shades if we allo ate both losures in the same
byte ode blo k. We have, however, at least temporarily opted for a solution where
the programmer is required to implement re ursive lo al fun tions using the Yombinator [70℄. For example, the fa torial fun tion ould be implemented as a
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lo al fun tion as

LET fa t(n, f) := IF n <= 1 THEN 1 ELSE n*f(n-1, f) IN

expr

and alled with fa t(n, fa t) in
. Various synta ti sugar is being designed
to dress re ursion and parti ularly Y- ombinators in an easier notation. Some of
this synta sugar has been des ribed in Se tion 4.3.2.1.
We shall on lude this se tion by dis ussing ontinuations, the most powerful
ontrol stru ture in Shines. Continuations are snapshots of the omputational state
of the urrent thread. These snapshots an be taken, stored as ordinary data, and
resumed at a desired moment. Continuations an be used to implement numerous
other ontrol stru tures, in luding onditionals, iteration, ex eptions, oroutines,
and logi variables [82℄.
The instru tion all with urrent ont issues a all to a given fun tion
and passes as argument the urrent value of frames. The ontinuation an be
resumed, or \returned to" by using the instru tion return to ont. It stores the
value of in frames and pro eeds as we would have returned from a fun tion all.
This has the e e t of returning to the aller of . It is also possible to return to a
ontinuation several times, for example in order to implement retryable ex eptions.
The \return value" of is the ontent of a u when return to ont is issued. It
is also possible to return from the normal way, by following the next-pointer.
expr

f

f

f

f

4.2.3

Threads and Messaging

The values of the virtual ma hine registers p and sp are initialized based on information in the byte ode blo k before exe uting it. The other virtual ma hine
registers a u, frames and globals onstitute the ontext of the thread together
with to the registers messages, priority and some other information to be des ribed later. If the thread is urrently exe uting all virtual ma hine registers are
stored in C variables. Some e ort has been taken to ensure the ompiler allo ates
at least the most frequently used registers a u, sp and p in pro essor registers.
The virtual ma hine registers of threads urrently not running are stored in ontext
ells.
Ea h thread in the system is identi ed by a unique integer, the thread id. A
pointer in the root blo k refers to a threads trie, whi h ontains all the ontext
ells in the system. The thread id is used as the sear h key in the trie.
The root blo k also ontains pointers to four s heduling deques, ea h ontaining
thread ids of threads waiting to be exe uted. Ea h s heduling deque represents one
priority level: a thread an be exe uted only if there are no higher priority threads
and threads on the same level are time-shared in a round-robin manner. While our
s heduler is still rather rudimentary, it is nevertheless similar in spirit to real-time
operating systems, e.g. QNX.
Resuming a thread is done by taking the rst thread id of the rst non-empty
s heduling deque, sear hing the ontext ell from the threads trie with the thread
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Figure 4.5: Data stru tures in the byte ode interpreter.
id, and reading the values in the ontext ell into the C variables implementing the
virtual ma hine registers. Yielding a thread implies allo ating a new ontext ell,
storing the virtual ma hine registers in it, inserting the ontext into the threads
trie, and inserting the thread id last into a s heduling deque.
The value of the virtual ma hine register priority maintains the number of
the s heduling deque while the thread is exe uting. It is possible that the thread
hanges the value of priority in order to hange its priority level.
Spawning a new thread involves nding an unused thread id, allo ating and
initializing a new sta k frame and ontext ell, storing the new ontext ell in the
threads trie and inserting the thread id in one of the s heduler deques. The spawned
thread inherits the globals trie from the spawner. Killing a thread is a omplished
by merely removing it from the threads trie. If the thread id is en ountered in the
s heduler deque at some later moment, it is simply ignored.
A thread is blo ked if its id is not in any of the s heduling deques. A blo ked
bit in the ontext ell is maintained to tell whether the thread is blo ked. A thread
may blo k only at the beginning of a byte ode blo k. The blo ked bit is set in the
ontext ell and the thread id is not inserted in a s heduler deque, but otherwise
blo king a thread is identi al to yielding. Note that sin e only the running thread
may blo k, there is no need to remove thread ids from the s heduling deques. Waking
up a blo ked thread is done by inserting its thread id into one of the s heduler deques
and learing the blo ked bit in the ontext ell. The latter operation may, of ourse,
require repla ing the ontext ell in the threads trie.
Ea h thread has a virtual ma hine register messages referring to a deque of
in oming messages. Sin e Shines is a stri t fun tional programming language, the
ells in a message an be passed by referen e rather than opied. In addition to
inserting the message in the deque of the re eiving thread and inserting the new
ontext ell in the threads trie, we also have to he k the blo ked bit of the
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re eiving thread's ontext. If the bit was set, we lear it and insert the re eiving
thread's id into a s heduler deque. The purpose of the blo ked bit is to prevent
the thread from being inserted multiple times in the s heduling deques whi h would
result in an uneven sharing of CPU time among threads of equal priority.
Numerous optimizations are naturally possible. In the next se tion we show
that trie operations and opying ontext ells is rarely ne essary. Furthermore,
unless a thread blo ks, it is allowed to exe ute several, typi ally approximately a
hundred byte ode blo ks before it yields. This redu es the frequen y and therefore
the average overhead of ontext swit hing. Similarly, numerous ontext swit hes are
allowed to pass before testing for network a tivity sin e this involves ostly operating
system alls. On the other hand, if there are no runnable threads, the byte ode
interpreter suspends to wait for events from the network, timers, et .
The byte ode interpreter ontains numerous features we shall not study further here. Most notably Marko Lyly has been working on pro ling and debugging
support, both of whi h add a onsiderable amount of omplexity to the byte ode
interpreter. Also the Just-In-Time ompiler, dis ussed brie y in Se tion 4.3.2.7,
and possibly in future the support for multipro essor omputers or multithreaded
ar hite tures will require new features in the byte ode interpreter.
4.2.4

4.2.4.1

Optimizations

Sele tive Mutations

In Se tions 3.4 and 4.2.1 we mentioned that there are optimizations whi h do mutate
ells in-pla e. In Shades this is possible if the ell resides in the rst generation. But
we must also retain the orre tness riteria of Shines. For example, assume we have
a primitive that assigns a u the thread's message queue. If that message queue is
then updated-in-pla e by the message delivery me hanism, the Shines program will
observe arbitrary hanges in the value it was given. This, in turn, breaks referential
transparen y and in more severe ases may even lead to run-time errors and database
rashes. Therefore, whenever a ell \es apes" from the interpreter's ex lusive view
to be ome visible in the Shines program, the ell must also be ome immutable even
if it resides in the rst generation.
Sta k frame ells es ape from the interpreter to Shines in two ases. When we
refer to a fun tion, the fun tion's prototype sta k frame is assigned to a u. These
sta k frames are, however, not yet in exe ution and sin e they will be opied during
the fun tion all, referential transparen y is not jeopardized.
The se ond ase is when the Shines program exe utes the byte ode instru tion
all with urrent ont. As mentioned earlier, this instru tion issues a all to
the fun tion and passes as argument the urrent value of frames. This makes
it possible that the all site of is returned to several times. Furthermore all all
sites in the all hain before the all site of an be returned to several times.
f

f

f
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Therefore, whenever a all with urrent ont is being issued, the urrent sta k
frame and the sta k frames rea hable from it by following the next-pointers frame
must be ome immutable.
One solution would be to reserve a bit in ea h sta k frame to tell whether it
has es aped and mark all sta k frames from frames to mature generations es aped
in the all with urrent ont instru tion. Unfortunately this marking would not
be parti ularly real-time. We ould, however, devise in remental s hemes where
we mark a sta k frame es aped and opy it if we return to it from a marked sta k
frame or by using the return to ont instru tion. Furthermore, the Shines ompiler
might perform es ape analysis [12℄ trying to de ide whether a sta k frame remains
in the program's data set after it has been returned to. Es ape analysis ould also
be used to avoid the opying of sta k frames representing losures whi h will be
alled only on e. Whether or not these te hniques are worthwhile is left for future
resear h.
Furthermore, there are instru tions whi h make all sta k frames, ontext ells
and message queue ells es ape. These instru tions are used for example in the
debugger to get a snapshot of the entire state of the database. Although the sta k
frames in these snapshots may appear under a di erent Shines type and may therefore be un allable, we still would not want them to hange arbitrarily when we
inspe t them in the debugger.
At this stage of resear h we opted for a simple solution: whenever we issue an
instru tion whi h allows ells to es ape, we assign the variable es ape point the
urrent value of the rst generation allo ation pointer. Sin e the rst generation
is ontiguous and allo ated downwards, we an test, using a pointer omparison,
whether a ell has been allo ated after the previous es ape. If the ell is newer, it
an be updated-in-pla e, otherwise we have to opy it.
Below we list all the update-in-pla e{optimizations urrently used in the byte
ode interpreter. The ells are impli itely required to be newer than es ape point
and reside in the rst generation.
 Sta k frames are not opied, but updated-in-pla e when they are returned to
after a all. This improved performan e by 50% on average.
 All deque ells in message queues and s heduling queues, all ontext ells,
and all trie nodes in threads trie are updated-in-pla e. This improved performan e by another 50% on the very ommuni ation-intensive ben hmark
\Client" des ribed in Se tion 5.1, but little improvement was observed elsewhere.
 If we are about to issue a tail all and the allee's sta k frame is at most
as large as the aller's sta k frame, then we reuse the aller's sta k frame
as the allee's sta k frame instead of allo ating a new frame. This improved
performan e by merely a few per entages.
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Ca hes

Although tries are amazingly eÆ ient data stru tures, an array lookup is onsiderably faster. We have therefore hosen to augment the threads trie and the globals
tries with software a hes. The a hes are two-way asso iative, their sizes are xed
powers of two, and they are indexed by a qui kly generated hash value so that
lookups an be performed in only approximately ten ma hine instru tions. For example the hash key for the threads a he is simply the thread id modulo the a he
size. In the globals a he we also have to regard the thread id as well as the interned
string id of the variable as the key.
These a hes are neither part of the root set nor are they allo ated in the
database image managed by Shades. Therefore they will have to be leared every time Shades olle ts garbage. Sin e we furthermore wish these software a hes
to mostly remain in the pro essor a he for eÆ ien y, we hose these software a hes
to be rather small, usually only a few hundred lines. Nevertheless they have a surprisingly high hit ratio and provide measurable, although not dominating, speedups
of approximately 5% on average.
Software a hing has been found useful also in some other pla es, for example
in a hing the results of dynami subtype tests between two obje ts.
4.2.4.3

Byte Code Dispat hing

Compared to index stru ture operations, disk or network IO, or message passing,
dispat hing from one byte ode instru tion to the next byte instru tion is relatively
heap. But for very small instru tions dispat hing osts dominate. Just-In-Time
ompiling, as des ribed in Se tion 4.3.2.7, essentially removes all dispat hing, but
it has its own drawba ks. Therefore, some e ort has been taken to make the byte
ode dispat her reasonably eÆ ient.
The simplest way to write a byte ode dispat her in C is to use swit h-statements.
Ea h instru tion is implemented as its own ase as follows:
while (1)
swit h (*p ) {
ase INSN_load_imm:
a u = p [1℄;
p += 2;
break;
ase INSN_add:
a u += *--sp;
p ++;
break;
...
}
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Here we assume instru tions are represented as su essive integer values of an enumerated type.
While this is portable ANSI C, it is not the most eÆ ient instru tion dispat her
sin e the swit h-statement must perform a redundant range he k for default ases
or values not present in the ases. Furthermore, the break-statement jumps ba k
to the beginning of the loop.
We use the GNU C extension known as \labels as values" whenever possible.
With this extension it is possible to take the address of a C label and store it in
an array. Sin e C does not perform array bounds he king, we an eliminate the
redundant range he k. Furthermore we move the entralized dispat hing dire tly
to the end of ea h instru tion, thereby avoiding the jump ba k to the beginning of
the loop. Our dispat her is implemented as follows:
void *jump_table[℄ = {
&&LABEL_load_imm, &&LABEL_add, ...
};
...
goto jump_table[*p ℄;
LABEL_load_imm:
a u = p [1℄;
p += 2;
goto jump_table[*p ℄;
LABEL_add:
a u += *--sp;
p ++;
goto jump_table[*p ℄;

Entering the instru tion dispat her is now done with the rst goto on the fourth
line.
This dispat hing still in ludes the overhead of reading the jump_table array,
whi h should nevertheless be rather small as it should usually t in the fastest
a he memory. In future we intend to store the labels dire tly into the byte ode
ell so that dispat hing an be done as eÆ iently as goto *p . This, however, is
not yet supported by Shades as it requires that byte ode ells must be initialized
with the orre t label values during re overy.
Even more eÆ ient dispat hing is possible, e.g. the mem py idea presented in [76℄
and later in [72℄. Both arti les in addition to [22℄ also serve as wider surveys of
instru tion dispat hing.
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4.3 The Byte Code Compiler
4.3.1

Bootstrapping

The history of bootstrapping Shines is rather unique and probably deserves a mention. Rather pe uliarly the only program that produ es byte ode assembler is
written in Shines itself!
The standard te hnique to bootstrap a ompiler for a language is to rst write
a bootstrap ompiler for in some other language. We all the exe utable binary
of this bootstrap ompiler boot . Then the ompiler for is rewritten in itself
and ompiled with boot to obtain an exe utable binary 1 . Usually the bootstrap
ompiler is as simple as possible and ontains hardly any optimizations. Therefore
the ompiler is re ompiled, now with 1 instead of boot , to obtain a hopefully more
eÆ ient exe utable 2 . For testing purposes we may ompile the ompiler with 2
and obtain 3 , whi h should now be equal to 2 .
The development of the Shines ompiler began before either Shines or the byte
ode interpreter had suÆ ient string primitives or means to parse in oming data.
Yet we had an urgent need to produ e eÆ ient byte ode programs. Had we merely
implemented a simple bootstrap ompiler we ould have wound up with very pessimisti ben hmarks and misleading pro ling results. On the other hand, every
moment spent on implementing optimizations to the bootstrap ompiler is wasted
e ort as the bootstrap ompiler will have to be eventually dis arded in any ase.
Furthermore implementing the Shines ompiler in Shines gives important feedba k
to the design of Shines itself.
We began bootstrapping Shines by writing, in Obje tive Caml, a simple tool
whi h translates Shines ode to S heme. We use the C prepro essor to give a vague
imitation of a module system. The same tool an be used to read a Shines le and
produ e Shines ode, whi h when exe uted builds a syntax tree as if it were lexed
and parsed from the original le given to the tool.
Compiling a le into byte ode assembler an now be done as follows: First we
translate the le into Shines ode whi h builds the syntax tree of de nitions in the
le as if they had been parsed by a ompiler front-end. Then we atenate that ode
with the ompiler ba kend written in Shines and translate the result into S heme.
Finally we exe ute the S heme ode, and if all goes well, the S heme interpreter will
eventually write the byte ode assembler into its standard output stream.
This worked and served as a temporary solution for several months. But the
generated S heme ode was both abundant and suboptimal, and eventually, as the
Shines ompiler grew more omplex, hundreds of megabytes of RAM and hours of
CPU-time was required by the S heme interpreter to ompile the ompiler. At this
point Shines did have suÆ ient string and network primitives, but still la ked tools
for lexer and parser generation. The next step was to onvert the old bootstrap tool
to translate the Shines sour e into an easily parseable format. A simple-minded
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re ursive des ent parser manually written in Shines reads the output and onstru ts
a syntax tree fed to the ba kend as before.
Currently the Shines ompiler ompiles approximately 7000 hara ters of prepro essed sour e ode per se ond on a PentiumII at 350 MHz. It ompiles itself and
various required library ode, some 10.000 lines in total, in less than a minute.
4.3.2

Passes and Optimizations

Lexing and parsing are urrently done by the boot ompiler, and type he king is
not yet done at all.
4.3.2.1

Desugaring

The rst few passes of the ompiler expand synta ti sugar. For type de nitions this
in ludes various prepro essing and he king inheritan e hierar hies and generating
ode to instantiate prototypes.
Patterns are a onvenient way to write ompli ated tests over the stru ture of a
value and simultaneously bind parts of the value into lo al variables. For example
a fun tion a epting a list of tuples and returning another list ontaining the rst
values of the tuples ould be written as
unzip_left(list) :=
MATCH list
ON [<left, right>℄ ++ tail GIVE [left℄ ++ unzip_left(tail)
OTHERWISE [℄
END;

In Shines, bra kets denote lists, double plus-signs list appending, and angles (< and >)
denote both inequality omparisons in addition to tuples.
For pattern mat hing desugaring means expanding patterns into various nested
tests, onditions and lo al variable de nitions. For example the above pattern expands to as many seven lo al bindings in addition to a tual tests. Fortunately the
let-hoisting optimization presented in the next Se tion will substitute all but the
one holding the tuple in the head of the list.
Currently ea h pattern in a mat h expression is ompiled separately, although
some e orts have been taken to generate more eÆ ient ode from them. The standard solution would be to onstru t a de ision tree [7℄ or an automaton [69℄ from
all the patterns. Vera Izrailit ame up with an alternative idea of sorting similar
patterns adja ently so that some simple algebrai optimizations similar to ommon
subexpression elimination in later passes an remove redundant tests. This will be
dis ussed in further detail in her Master's Thesis.
A stream is an ordered sequen e of values evaluated on-demand. It is implemented as synta ti and type sugar for a nullary lambda fun tion whi h returns a
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tuple onsisting of the rst value in the stream and the rest of stream. The end of
a stream is an empty tuple. For example the Shines fun tion
int_to_stream(first, in rement) :=
\() <first, int_to_stream(first + in rement, in rement)>;

returns an endless stream ontaining all natural numbers starting from first with
in rement in rements. The expression \(a) b reates an anonymous lambda fun tion taking the argument a and returning the value of expression b.
Stream expressions are desugared to a ompli ated stru ture of lambda expressions. For example the expression
{ <v,u> | v IN sa, u IN sb, v < u }

ontains all tuples of the artesian produ t of streams
inequality. It would be desugared into the equivalent of

sa

and

sb

satisfying the

LET g1(s1,g2) :=
MATCH s1()
ON <> GIVE <>
ON <v,s2> GIVE
LET g3(s3,g4) :=
MATCH s3()
ON <> GIVE g2(s2,g2)
ON <u,s4> GIVE
IF v < u
THEN <<v,u>, \() g4(s4,g4)>
ELSE g4(s4,g4)
END
IN g3(sb,g3)
END
IN \() g1(sa,g1)

Note that the Y- ombinator has been used twi e to reate mutually re ursive lo al
fun tions. In Shines the LET-binding f(x) := ... is synta ti sugar for f := \(x) ...
4.3.2.2

Algebrai

Optimizations

Algebrai optimization is a general term for numerous traditional optimizations
performed with lo al rewrites in a bottom-up manner on the syntax tree. These
in lude onstant folding of integers and booleans, simple ommon subexpression
elimination, some strength redu tions, removals of redundant omputations, various
related anoni alizations, and in our ase also let-hoisting.
Let-hoisting (see [7, pp. 93-98℄ and [43℄) tries to minimize the s ope of the lo al
variables, and if the value of the variable is very easily omputable or the variable is
used only on e, the value may even be substituted for the variable. This optimization
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roughly halves the size of the sta k frames and almost equally dramati ally redu es
the number of instru tions.
Algebrai optimizations are usually expressed elegantly with simple rewrite rules
using patterns. For example the rule
ON Plus.<left = Int.<l := value>, right = Int.<r := value>> GIVE
Int.<l + r>

is one of the six rules whi h fold integer onstants in addition. Before applying
the rewrite rules the subtrees are analyzed for various features: the uses-analysis
tags ea h syntax tree node with the set of lo al variables the expression refers to,
e e t analysis maintains (pessimisti ) information on what kind of side e e ts and
interdependen ies two expressions an have, and rude uniqueness analysis tells
(again pessimisti ally) whether the referen e to the value of the subexpression must
be the only referen e to the value, thereby possibly allowing updates-in-pla e to the
value as des ribed in Se tion 3.4.
Immediately after the algebrai optimization pass we lift lambda fun tions into
global fun tions and prepend their argument lists with the variables belonging to
their losure.
The ompiler does algebrai optimizations twi e, on e before and on e after
fun tion inlining. The post-inlining optimizations are done be ause inlining often
reveals new opportunities for optimizations. The pre-inlining optimizations are done
be ause the hoi e of whether to inline depends on the sizes of the inlined and alling
fun tions and algebrai optimizations an dramati ally hange the size of the syntax
trees. De iding whether or not to inline follow the ideas presented in [81℄. The inliner
was written mostly by Antti-Pekka Liedes.
The virtual ma hine uses a sta k, but be ause of a u, it is not a pure sta k mahine. Many instru tions, e.g. bran h instru tions, whi h pop values away from the
sta k leave a u una e ted. This an be used to optimize ode. Consider the expression IF x > y THEN y + 1 ELSE y. The bran h instru tion, regardless of whether
the bran h was taken, leaves y in a u and it is therefore useless to re ompute it
in the THEN- and ELSE-bran hes. In this pass the ompiler traverses the syntax tree
keeping in mind the subexpression(s) omputing a u and repla ing subexpressions
with no-ops should they re ompute a u. Proper attention is naturally pla ed on
side e e ts and bran hes.
4.3.2.3

Linearization

Linearization is the rewriting of the syntax tree into a list of instru tions.
The rst pass of linearization de ides the positions of lo al variables in the sta k
frames. The variables' values an later be read by pi king the orresponding value
from the sta k frame.
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The next pass, the uses-after{analysis, nds out whi h lo al variables in the s ope
are no longer referred to in the exe ution path of the program. This information is
used in the next pass to annotate byte ode blo ks with des riptions of whether the
values in the sta k and a u are used in the rest of the fun tion. This allows Shades
to olle t away values of lo al variables whi h are still in the s ope but are useless
for omputation. This optimization, also alled live-pre ise garbage olle tion, has
been reported to redu e heap size by an average 11% for a suite of Java ben hmarks,
with most programs showing some di eren e and a few showing more dramati
di eren es [2℄. We hose to implement this optimization be ause main memory
databases usually manipulate large data sets and performing the above optimization
manually is very diÆ ult in a fun tional language.
The a tual linearization is done after the above passes. It has to generate dediated instru tions for tail alls. In addition to generating a tual byte ode instru tions, it generates various des ription odes whi h des ribe the state of the run-time
sta k and a u before the instru tion. They are used as a basis for debugging,
pro ling, Just-In-Time ompiling, and live-pre ise garbage olle tion des ribed in
the previous paragraph. An additional pass over the byte ode instru tion blo k
omputes the maximum depth of the sta k required to run the byte ode blo k.
4.3.2.4

CPS Conversion

Even disregarding des ription odes, linearization does not always generate real byte
ode instru tions, but it o asionally uses \pseudo" instru tions. These pseudo
instru tions assume it is possible to blo k, use unlimited amounts of time, or issue
fun tion alls so that they return to the next instru tion after the pseudo instru tion.
Using pseudo instru tions in linearization makes it easier to generate ode for some
omplex instru tions, fun tion alls, et . In reality, however, the only pla e to enter
(or return to) a byte ode blo k is the beginning of the blo k.
Conversion to Continuation Passing Style (CPS) splits the given byte ode blo k
at pseudo instru tions into multiple smaller byte ode blo ks, e.g. the blo k before
the all and the blo k returned to after the all. In the pro ess it repla es pseudo instru tions with their orresponding \hard" instru tions and surrounds all onverted
byte ode blo ks with appropriate des riptions, headers and other information.
An example of CPS onversion is given in Figure 4.6. Our algorithm traverses
the un onverted blo k from its last instru tion to the rst. When it en ounters a
pseudo instru tion it onverts it to a hard instru tion whi h returns to a byte ode
blo k ontaining the instru tions rea hable from the su eeding instru tion of the
un onverted blo k. Note that in order to prevent ode explosion we reuse already
onverted ode blo ks lowermost in the gure.
Sin e byte ode blo ks are the smallest unit of allo ation and s heduling, exessively large byte ode blo ks lead to unfair s heduling and high minimum rst
generation sizes. Therefore we insert pseudo no-op instru tions in suitable pla es of
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Before CPS conversion
load_imm 1
pseudo_call foo, 1
push
load_imm 2
bge L1
load_imm 3
pseudo_call foo, 1
push
load_imm 4
bge L1
load_imm 5
pseudo_call bar, 1
branch L2
L1:

After CPS conversion
load_imm 1
call foo, 1

push
load_imm 2
bge L1
load_imm 3
call foo, 1
L1:
load_imm 6
call bar, 1

push
load_imm 4
bge L1
load_imm 5
call bar, 1

branch L2
L2:
push
load_imm 7
call zap, 1

L1:
load_imm 6
call bar, 1

load_imm 6
pseudo_call bar, 1
L2:
push
load_imm 7
pseudo_call zap, 1
add
push
load_imm 8
add

push
load_imm 7
call zap, 1

add
add_imm 8

Figure 4.6: The byte ode blo ks of the expression (IF foo(1) < 2 AND foo(3)
< 4 THEN bar(5) ELSE bar(6)) + zap(7) + 8 before and after CPS onversion.
Thin lines represent jumps within a byte ode blo k, thi k lines represent byte ode
blo ks returned to after the alls. Peephole optimizations will remove the redundant
bran h to L2 in the rightmost byte ode blo k.
large byte ode blo ks and rerun them through CPS onversion. Typi ally we split
blo ks of 150 instru tions further into smaller blo ks.
Our algorithm for CPS- onversion di ers from Appel's [7, pp. 55{66℄ also in
some other respe ts. For example, we onvert linearized byte ode blo ks while
Appel onverts lambda expressions to CPS.
4.3.2.5

Peephole Optimizations

The peephole optimizer examines a handful of instru tions at a time and tries to
repla e those instru tions with a faster sequen e. Typi ally the instru tions are
either onse utive or one is the bran h target of another. Peephole optimizations
in lude removal of redundant instru tions (e.g. a push instru tion before fun tion
return), ow ontrol optimizations (e.g. bran hes to un onditional bran hes), and
most visibly heavy use of ma hine idioms (e.g. onditional loads). Currently our
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peephole optimizer has approximately a hundred rewrite rules, again written ni ely
using pattern mat hing.
Sin e one peephole optimization may reveal opportunities for new peephole optimizations, ea h peephole optimization pass is performed until no more improvement
was a hieved, though at most ten times. Ea h peephole optimization pass is surrounded by a pass of dead ode removal.
Peephole optimizations are done both before and after CPS onversion, be ause
the CPS onversion an both hide and reveal opportunities for peephole optimizations.
Finally, immediately before printing out the nal byte ode blo ks, one additional
peephole pass is performed. This pass ombines some frequently o urring phrases
of very simple instru tions into single instru tions, thereby redu ing the instru tion
dispat hing ost in the byte ode interpreter. As mentioned in Se tion 4.2.1, one
frequent idiom is the sequen e of instru tions pi k, push and pi k.
4.3.2.6

Byte Code Assembler

The byte ode assembler reads the textual representation of the byte ode and
reates orresponding byte ode blo ks in Shades. Even the byte ode assembler
performs some optimizations. For example, it tries to onvert symboli referen es
to obje ts into dire t pointers to the obje ts. Instead of looking up interned string
identi ers in the instru tion load_imm_string, strings are a essed through dire t
pointer to the string. Instead of looking up the sta k frame prototype through the
global variable trie, the sta k frame prototypes are usually a essed through pointers
in various all instru tions. This pass an even build y les of pointers: byte ode
blo ks and their sta k frame prototypes of mutually re ursive fun tions referring to
ea h other as long as these y les do not span over generation boundaries.
The byte ode assembler does also some very low-level peephole optimizations.
For example alls to global fun tions of arities zero to four are spe ialized to dedi ated instru tions. Push instru tions before another instru tion are melded into
the su eeding instru tion. This is onveniently implemented in the byte ode interpreter using C as follows:
ase INSN_push_and_load_imm:
*sp++;
ase INSN_load_imm:
a u = p [1℄;
p += 2;
break;

Note that there is no break statement in the rst ase. This simple te hnique
avoids the dispat hing ost of almost all push instru tions and redu es average CPU
onsumption by over 10%.
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Naturally the byte ode assembler also takes are of nding bran h targets,
pre omputes the maximal memory onsumption of the byte ode blo k, et .
4.3.2.7

Just-In-Time Compilation

Interpreting optimized byte ode with an eÆ ient dispat her an be surprisingly
performant. Frequently we have witnessed ases where most time was onsumed in
index stru tures or network or disk IO. In some appli ations, however, most time was
onsumed in the byte ode dispat her or the byte ode instru tions themselves. The
ost of dispat hing an be eliminated by ompiling byte ode programs to native
ma hine ode. Also some further optimizations be ome possible: e.g. immediate
values of byte ode instru tions an be propagated to immediate values in the native
ode. They were previously read p -relatively from the byte ode blo k as in the
load imm instru tion in the previous se tion. Similarly all sta k pointer pro essing
at run-time an be omitted.
Writing a ompiler to native ode is, however, a major proje t, parti ularly if
several pro essor ar hite tures have to be supported. Therefore we hose to use the
C ompiler: we emit the C ode implementing the byte ode instru tions for ea h
instru tion in the blo k, ompile the resulting C le to obje t ode and link it with
the database server. The ompiled byte ode blo ks appear as C fun tions and they
are alled by some trampoline ode in the interpreter.
Preliminary tests indi ated that highest speedups, over 400%, were obtained
for very small number run hing programs su h as omputing Mandelbrot fra tals.
For many programs the speedups were more modest, negligible or even negative.
Negative results an largely be attributed to instru tion a he thrashing sin e byte
ode tends to be more on ise than native ode ompiled from C sour es [19℄. Furthermore ompiling the C ode for some of the largest byte ode programs took a
prohibitively long time.
Our urrent e ort is to be sele tive about the byte ode blo k we ompile. We
plan to ompile only the most frequently used byte blo ks ontaining mostly \small"
instru tions whi h perform arithmeti , bran hing, fun tion alling, list and tuple
pro essing. The resulting C- ode les are ompiled on urrently and linked dynami ally with the server. This makes the byte ode interpreter a Just-In-Time (JIT).
The idea of JIT ompiling has been known for de ades under various names, but
has re ently been popularized by Java systems.
We also try to emit more idiomati C ode, as if it were written by a human
programmer, sin e C ompilers seem to be tuned to produ e better ode for su h
typi al programs. Some annotations generated in the linearization pro ess are used
to retain lo al variables of Shines also as lo al variables in the C ode; if they were
pushed and popped from the sta k they ould hardly be register allo ated by the C
ompiler.
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The JIT ompiler is being written by Jukka-Pekka Iivonen with o asional onsulting by yours truly. Although some ben hmarking is urrently possible, numerous
important details and interesting ideas remain to be implemented.
Regardless of JIT, it is hardly possible to a hieve performan e higher than well
rafted C ode | after all Shades, indexes and the byte ode interpreter were
also written in C. But in many appli ations Shines an ome lose to optimal C. In
some areas, parti ularly in on urrent real-time programming, in reliable omputing,
and in manipulating large persistent data sets, Shines will probably be mu h more
eÆ ient than what even a ompetent C programmer would implement. And no
C programmer has the luxury of built-in persisten e, garbage olle tion, rst lass
fun tions and ontinuations, expressive type systems, et .

Chapter 5
Experiments
In this Chapter we present some experiments and ben hmarks on our database
server. The role of the experiments is not so mu h to ben hmark our database
server against existing solutions and ommer ial produ ts. Comparison would be
impossible in any ase be ause pra ti ally no established ben hmarks for main memory databases exist. Rather, we wish to understand better the behavior of our server,
nd re ommendable values for various ontrol parameters, and dis over performan e
bottlene ks and areas of further work. Most results should be regarded as tentative
as our database server is still being a tively developed.

5.1 Ben hmark Programs
To date only one omparative ben hmark has been ondu ted on Shades and its
index stru tures: early in 1998 Nokia Tele ommuni ations (NTC) de ned an Intelligent Network database workload and invited representatives for Ora le 8.0.4,
Obje tstore 5.0, and Hi ase to ondu t the ben hmark on a large mainframe at
NTC. The database ontains four stati tables and one updatable table, totalling to
several gigabytes in size. The transa tions o asionally updated a ounter asso iated with the given telephone number, but mostly translated an in oming telephone
number to another telephone number depending on the day of the week and time
of day. Shades outperformed its ommer ial rivals by approximately a fa tor of ten
although Shades ould utilize only one of the 12 available pro essors.
We refrain from dis ussing the Intelligent Network ben hmark further in this
Thesis be ause numerous details are probably on dential, the ben hmarks are no
longer repeatable due to absense of the rivals and ma hinery, and be ause the ben hmark utilizes data stru tures dedi ated to telephony. A separate, but narrowly
ir ulated, report des ribes the ben hmarks and results in detail [54℄.
B

is a ommonly used and arefully spe i ed ben hmark for databases [30℄.
It simulates money transfers from one a ount to another in a banking envi-
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ronment. Ea h transa tion requires three updates in three tables of varying
sizes and an append to a history table.
But unfortunately a onformant TPC-B ben hmark requires very large tables,
making it impossible to use in main memory databases. We have therefore
dis arded the history table, various pad olumns in the tables, and we regard
the number of rows in tables as a freely adjustable parameter. Ea h \tps" in
this database size parameter requires approximately 1.2 MB of logi al data,
but additionally almost a megabyte is spent on ell headers and index stru tures. Up to 30 tps ts in our database image, but sin e almost all time would
then be onsumed in garbage olle tion, we use the tps-values 10 and 20 in
the ben hmarks.
The result is given in transa tions per se ond. The CPU-time required to generate the input arguments for the transa tions is ex luded from the transa tion
pro essing time.
System M was informally des ribed by Gar ia-Molina and Salem in onjun tion
with their transa tion pro essing testbed [77℄. After being generously allowed
to peek at their sour e ode we were able to reprodu e the ben hmark. The
ben hmark simulates a redit ard appli ation with four tables of varying sizes
and eight transa tion types, most of whi h perform one update.
We noti ed that we ould t more data in Shades than System M even if
the ma hine we used has as mu h memory as Gar ia-Molina's and Salem's
ma hine. We therefore tripled the amount of logi al data to get a se ond
version of the ben hmark.
The following ben hmarks were written using Shines. Their purpose has never
been to ompare Hi ase to some other systems, but to learn more from the behaviour
of Hi ase. No Just-In-Time ompilation was used.
B

B

is the Shines ompiler ompiling itself six times. This ben hmark involves mat hing and reating obje ts, list pro essing, and a little string proessing in addition to typi al arithmeti and logi operations and fun tion
alls.
AVL performs a mix of various AVL-tree operations on integer-keyed trees. Approximately two thirds of CPU-time is spent in simple nd, insert and delete
operations, the rest in joins, uts and ursor operations. Two di erent data
sets, 3000 and 300 000 key-value pairs, were used.
Mergesort is a higher-order list sorting fun tion applied to lists of integers. The
ben hmark program also generates the lists and he ks for orre tness of the
sorting. Three list lengths, 100, 10 000, and 1000 000 were used in the ben hmarks. The ben hmark was repeated a desired number of times.
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ontains a server thread dis ussing with either 100 or 1000 lient threads.
The messages are simple tuples and little pro essing is involved in generating
and interpreting them. This ben hmark, however, in urs a heavy load on
ontext swit hing and messaging primitives des ribed in Se tion 4.2.3.

Client

The three rst ben hmarks (Intelligent Networks, TPC-B, and System M) were
implemented in C mostly by Kengatharan Sivalingam. The AVL ben hmark was
written by Jarkko Lavinen. Several authors have parti ipated in writing the other
ben hmarks.
In the following se tions we shall vary several parameters of Shades, in luding
rst and mature generation sizes. However, 70 MB was always reserved for mature
generations in the following two se tions, and 300 MB in Se tion 5.4. Furthermore,
denoting rst generation size with , we x mid g limit to 2 +1 MB, start g limit
to 2 +3 MB, and mid g e ort to 5 MB. These three parameters have little e e t on
throughput, but as des ribed in Se tion 2.7.3, they do a e t ommit group laten ies.
These values represent a onservative hoi e.
f

f

f

5.2 Obje t Lifetimes
The eÆ ien y of generational garbage olle tors is based on the strongly eviden ed
fa t, the weak generational hypothesis [88, 42℄, that an overwhelming majority of
obje ts die young. In his garbage olle tion survey, Wilson states that typi ally
80 to 98% of obje ts die before one further megabyte of heap storage has been
allo ated [91℄. In a highly optimized Haskell ompiler, no more than 5% of obje ts
survive beyond one megabyte of allo ation [78℄. Measurements of ML-programs in
SML/NJ on lude that only 2% of obje ts in youngest generation typi ally survive
the rst olle tion [5℄.
We have little doubt that we will end up with very similar statisti s if we use
Shades only as a memory manager of a fun tional programming language. However,
Shades will be also used for databases, whi h on eivably have a somewhat di erent
behavior. In order to test the weak generational hypothesis in databases we ounted
the average number of bytes surviving the rst generation olle tion with varying
rst generation sizes in all our ben hmark programs. The results are summarized
in Figure 5.1.
Although most obje ts die young also in database appli ations, a onsiderably
higher ratio of obje ts do survive the rst generation olle tion than in previously
reported statisti s: For a large fra tion of appli ations and typi al rst generation
sizes we observe that 15%{30% of obje ts survive the rst generation olle tion and
are therefore also written to disk.
Ex ept for the smallest rst generations, the TPC-B ben hmarks have the highest survival ratio. These ben hmark programs were written in C and essentially all
the ells they allo ate are either trie nodes or tuples ontaining the re ords of the
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Figure 5.1: First generation survival ratios.
tables. The levels lose to the root of the tries are opied several times in one rst
generation while leaves are opied several times only rarely.
The ben hmarks on sorting lists show how strongly the size and longevity of the
data sets a e ts the survival ratio. A list of one million elements an hardly be
allo ated in a large rst generation whereas a list of 100 elements an be reated,
sorted, and tested several times in all but the smallest rst generations. It an also
be noted that the versions TPC-B, System M and Client ben hmarks with larger
data sets have a higher survival ratio.
The \1000 lients" ben hmark shows how dramati ally mutations in the message
and thread system a e t survival ratios. For very small rst generations most ells
must be opied sin e a lient thread gets exe uted only on e if at all in ea h rst
generation. But when the rst generation grows large enough to allow for a se ond
time sli e for the thread, its ontext ell, threads trie nodes, message deque ells,
and sta k frames need not be opied. This in turn slows down rst generation
onsumption so that ells are mu h older and mu h less likely to be alive when the
rst generation is eventually olle ted. Furthermore, sin e long-lived ontext ells
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Figure 5.2: First generation survival ratios of ea h ell type in the ompiler ben hmark.
no longer need to be opied, a larger fra tion of allo ated ells are more short-lived.
Hen e the rapid drop in survival ratio.
Surprisingly the AVL tree ben hmark has a very low survival ratio although at
the rst glan e it should behave like the other ben hmarks, TPC-B and System M,
whi h also manipulate trees. A loser look reveals that the AVL-tree nodes do have
a relatively high survival ratio, ranging from 14.5% to 4.7%, but only 14% of the
bytes allo ated are in AVL- ells. Most, 78%, of the ells are sta k frames with 0.9%
to 0.003% survival ratio as they are alive only for the duration of a key omparison
or a single AVL tree operation. We assume ompiler optimizations based on es ape
analysis and orrespoding byte ode support might reuse most of these sta k frames.
Next we shall take a loser look at the ompiler ben hmark. In parti ular we
wish to see whi h ells survive the rst generation, whi h die young. These results
are given in Figure 5.2. The per entages after ea h ell type denote their fra tion
of allo ation.
While the sta k frames in the AVL ben hmark were very short-lived, the sta k
frames in the ompiler have a survival rate from 15% to 0.5%. This is explained by
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the length of all hains in the peephole optimization and CPS onversion passes.
For example the peephole optimizer makes a non-tail-re ursive all for ea h byte
ode instru tion it produ es. Before CPS onversion these re ursions an be as
deep as tens of thousands of alls. A rst generation olle tion during su h a all
promotes the whole sta k frame hain to a mature generation.
Lists behave somewhat similarly to sta k frames. All ompilation after CPS
onversion to emitting byte ode assembler an be done in one large rst generation.
Sin e CPS onversion splits ex essively long byte ode sequen es, the survival ratio
of lists drops rapidly in the range from 256 kB to 2 M.
Obje ts and tuples have a very di erent survival ratio. The dominant programming pra ti es use tuples very lo ally for example in returning multiple values from
a fun tion all or for pattern mat hing several values simultaneously. Obje ts, on
the other hand, are used in wider ontexts to onstru t syntax trees, typing and
side e e t information, et .
Strings an be either very short-lived, reated only as intermediate results for
printing or for lexing and parsing the sour e ode into a syntax tree, or they an
remain live through most of the ompilation in ase they should be needed for informative error messages or for emitting string onstants in the byte ode assembler.
Although not in luded in the gure, byte ode blo ks and string interning ells
are pra ti ally immortal. The metadata ells of Shades are olle ted away only in
mature generation garbage olle tion, and therefore also have a 100% survival ratio.
Clearly survival ratios tend to de rease as the rst generation grows, but the
de rease is neither smooth nor monotoni . A higher survival ratio implies more disk
writing per transa tion. A larger rst generation size, on the other hand, implies
longer ommit group duration and may eventually hamper real-timeness. Whenever
the server's throughput is disk-bound and not dominated by mature generation
garbage olle tion, rst generation size is the most important parameter to adjust
the balan e between throughput and real-timeness.
Making some rather daring simpli ations we ould even al ulate the maximum
rst generation size analyti ally: given a laten y requirement of se onds, disk bandwidth of bytes per se ond, omputational and root blo k writing ost of se onds,
and survival ratio of , the maximum rst generation size is ( ) . For example,
assuming a 30% survival ratio, 6 MB/s disk bandwidth, with a 30 ms omputational
and root blo k writing ost, and a 100 ms laten y requirement, we ould use up to
a 1.4 MB rst generation size. In reality, of ourse, the rst generation size a e ts
survival ratio and omputational osts in rather unpredi table patterns. We would
also have to onsider the disk writing aused by mature generation olle tion unless
it an be done entirely in parallel with omputing the next ommit group.
We typi ally use rst generation sizes from 512 kB to 3 MB. For the 20 tps
TPC-B ben hmark this results in 160 kB to 730 kB of disk writing for ea h ommit
group.
l

b

s
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Figure 5.3: Maximum remembered set sizes in various ben hmarks.

5.3 Sizes of Rembered Sets
The maximum size of the remembered sets is mostly dependent on the appli ation,
i.e. the topology of the graph of live ells in the database. In the worst ase almost
all words in the database ontain a pointer to the same ell . In su h a ase the
remembered sets will grow to ontain almost all the words in the database until the
ell is olle ted.
Furtunately remembered sets are mu h smaller in pra ti e. To test this we
rerun the above ben hmarks and memorized the maximum memory onsumption of
all remsets ombined. The worst observed overhead was 11% for mergesorting. No
other test had a remset overhead of over 8%. The tests with negligible remembered
set onsumption were left out of Figure 5.3.
We used a xed 1 MB rst generation size and varying mature generation merging limits: whenever adja ent mature generations onsume together less memory
than allowed by this limit, the rst line in Major-Colle tion-Step in Shades
takes them into the same from gns-set and reates only one new mature generation
from them.
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If we in rease mature generation size dramati ally we will noti e a moderate
de rease in remembered set sizes be ause relatively fewer pointers refer a ross generation boundaries. Unfortunately overly large mature generations hamper realtimeness similarly to overly large rst generation sizes, and this approa h an therefore not be re ommended. In future we shall x mature generation merging limit to
be 70% of rst generation size.
When a rst generation is olle ted and it be omes a new mature generation,
all the pointers from that mature generation to un olle ted mature generations are
inserted to the older generations' remembered sets. Hen e, remsets tend to grow
also if mature garbage olle tion advan es very slowly ompared to normal rst
generation olle tions. To prevent this we have set a minimal speed of one olle ted
mature generation per ommit group, as mentioned in Se tion 2.7.3. By having very
large mature generations and small rst generations we ould further this e e t, but
this an have a negative impa t on both real-timeness and performan e.
Other parameters have been observed to have little or no e e t on the size of
the remembered sets.

5.4 Laten y and Throughput
We shall now turn our attention from internal behavior of Shades to external behavior, a e ted by hardware and measured in wall lo k time. We shall mostly
on entrate on the TPC-B ben hmark, vary its data size, rst generation size and
means of disk IO measuring both throughput and ommit group duration.
All ben hmarks in this Se tions have been exe uted on a dual 350 MHz Pentium
II -based PC with 512 kB internal L2- a he, 512 MB of main memory, and four
4.5 GB Quantum Viking II 4.5WLS 7200 rpm Ultra2-SCSI disks. The ben hmark
ma hine ost approximately 30.000 Fmk, almost $5.000, in luding 22% VAT in the
end of 1998. As the operating system we used various versions of Linux.
Ex ept for the root blo k, all disk writing in Shades is done in pages. Disk
throughput in reases as page size in reases due to the de reasing overhead of seeking,
rotational laten y, and bus arbitration per written byte. However, based on our
experiments, disk performan e improves little for page sizes larger than 32 kB.
Furthermore, sin e generations ontain an integer number of pages and the last
page in the generation is on average only half-full, we prefer not to use ex essively
large pages. Therefore all the ben hmarks in this se tion were run with 32 kB pages.
We have used a 300 MB database size in the tests of this se tion. We an t a
database of approximately 130 \tps" in this memory, although for the largest data
sets almost all time will be onsumed in mature generation garbage olle tion. All
tests were exe uted for ve minutes so that all mature generations in the database
had to be olle ted several times.
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As mentioned in Se tion 2.7.4, disk writing may be a dominant fa tor in overall performan e and it an be speeded up by parallel and asyn hronous writing.
The bene t of asyn hronous writing varies, partly be ause some disks an supply
some asyn hrony themselves by employing a write bu er whi h they an guarantee
to write to disk even if a power failure o urs, and partly be ause several operating systems, in luding Linux, still have onsiderable problems with multithreading.
Nevertheless, in our ben hmark ma hine pthread-based asyn hronous writing produ ed the speedups shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5. For omparison we also in luded
a sele tion of varying number of disks and a transient database, whi h performs no
disk IO, only CPU work.
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1 disk, sync
1 disk, async
2 disks, async
4 disks, async
no disk IO, transient database
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Figure 5.4: The e e t of database residen y and IO me hanisms on throughput.
Asyn hrony is bene ial when either several disks or the disks and the CPU
an work on urrently in parallel. When we have several disks we indeed observe
a speedup of 25% to 45%. When the database is full, mature generation olle tion
auses more writing, and the relative importan e of asyn hrony grows. Furthermore,
as dis ussed in Se tion 5.2, survival ratios are slightly higher for full databases. This
in reases disk writing per ommit group, further emphasizing the importan e of
asyn hrony.
When only one disk is involved, the bene t of asyn hrony is small for almost
empty or almost full databases. Only when the amount of IO aused by mature
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Figure 5.5: The relative e e t of database residen y and IO me hanisms on throughput.
garbage olle tion is in balan e with pro essing the next ommit group an we see
a onsiderable speedup sin e that is the only opportunity when the single disk an
work in parallel with the CPU.
The duration of ommit groups, a rough measure of real-timeness, is shown in
Figure 5.6.
We have also implemented asyn hronous reading. This almost halves re overy times when using two disks, but additional disks bring only a modest further
improvement.
In the previous tests we use a rst generation size of 2 MB. Next we x the disk
IO method to two disks using asyn hroous writing, vary the rst generation size
and the related mature garbage olle tion s heduling parameters, and observe the
throughputs and laten ies. The results are summarized in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
In general, Shades uses disks in a manner very suitable for urrent disk te hnology: it issues rather long writes and seeks only a few times per ommit group
to write the root blo k, whi h is usually pla ed in the very beginning of the disk.
We have also made some trials with writing the root blo k among the rest of the
database, thereby omitting the seeks, but for reasons unknown, the bene ts re-
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Figure 5.6: The e e t of data size on real-timeness without hanging the database
size. 90% of ommit groups nished before the time given on the y-axis.
mained negligible. During re overy the newest root blo k ould be sear hed in a
matter of se onds using a bise tion sear h over the whole disk spa e.
Additionally we have implemented disk load balan ing. While this hasn't affe ted our peak performan e ben hmarks where all disks were dedi ated to the
database server, disk load balan ing an be quite important in pra ti al situations
where the disks are shared among other users in the same ma hine. Experiments
on disk load balan ing and optimized root blo k writing have been dis ussed more
thoroughly in [51℄.
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Figure 5.7: The e e t of rst generation size on throughput.
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Figure 5.8: The e e t of rst generation size on real-timeness.
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Figure 5.9: System M ben hmark performan e.
We shall on lude by showing in Figure 5.9 how Shades performs on the System M ben hmark. System M was able to perform up to 73.1 transa tions per
se ond on an approximately one MIPS ma hine, a VAX 11/785 with 128 MB of
main memory [77℄. The 350 MHz Pentium II pro essor is probably approximately
500 times faster than the VAX. This would s ale up to a performan e of approximately 36000 transa tions per se ond, whi h is still almost ve times less than our
154000 transa tions per se ond for the 70 MB database size. Furthermore, sin e the
memory laten ies and disk write performan es have improved mu h less, perhaps
by fa tors of four and ten, we an safely assume Shades is onsiderably mu h more
performant on equivalent hardware than System M. As mentioned in the beginning
of Se tion 5.1, we outperformed also urrent ommer ial DBMS by a huge margin
in the Intelligent Network ben hmark [54℄.
In both ben hmarks, System M and Intelligent Networks, it appeared that
Shades onsumes less memory to store the same information as the relational database
managers. Of ourse, should the information be random bits this would hardly be
the ase, but in pra ti e we for example share ommon parts of strings, our index stru tures onsume less memory than e.g. B-trees, and our ompa ting garbage
olle tor eliminates the memory onsumption overhead aused by fragmentation.

Chapter 6
Further Work
Evidently a sizable amount of work has already been put on Hi ase. Nevertheless
several larger proje ts, numerous details, and an abundan e of uninvestigated ideas
remain. In this Chapter we shall over some of them.
B

6.1 Shades
Shades, as des ribed in this Thesis, has only two levels of olle tion: the minor
olle tion olle ts the rst generation and the major olle tion olle ts the whole
database. However, it is ommon that databases ontain large amounts of very stati
data in the oldest generations. Colle ting them is wasted work if no or only little
memory is freed. We ould have have, for example, an intermediate olle tion whi h
olle ts only a third of the database and runs six times more frequently than a major
olle tion. This was a tually tried in the Intelligent Network ben hmark. We found
it to save a onsiderable amount of work in several relevant ases, parti ularly when
the rst generation was less than approximately 5% of the database size and when
the database was rather full. However, sin e re overy for additional generationality
is rather ompli ated and has not yet been implemented, it was ex luded from the
ben hmark results. Additional generationality also brings up numerous questions
on the heuristi s that ontrol the s heduling of garbage olle tion and hoi e of the
generations in the Fromspa e.
Our experiments in Se tion 5.3 showed that remembered set sizes remain reasonable in pra ti e. Should the ontrary be found, there are algorithmi means
to de rease remset sizes. The te hnique of dupli ating frequently referred ells des ribed in Se tion 2.6 seems to be the most promising approa h. We have also
observed that the addresses stored in large remembered sets are often rather lose
numeri al values and easily ompressible at least to 50% with simple delta- oding.
In Se tion 2.6 we also mentioned that while Shades is real-time in terms of
disk writing per ommit group, it is not ne essarily real-time in terms of CPU work.
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This too an be solved algorithmi ally, but it does require additional implementation
work.
Another non-real-time primitive in the urrent Shades is resizing the memory
area used by the mature generations. The C library fun tion reallo an not be
used for this purpose sin e it involves allo ating another memory area and opying
the whole database image to it, whi h an take a prohibitively long time and onsume
overly mu h memory. The orre t solution would be to use suitable virtual memory
primitives provided by some operating systems.
An interesting memory optimization that Shades ould do for the appli ation
programmer is to ombine equal ells. This ould be done by using hash tables whi h
memorize opied ells and their new lo ations. Whenever another ell is about to
be opied, the hash table is rst onsulted whether an equivalent ell already exists
in the database. The hash table for the rst generation olle tion might ontain all
the ells in the generation and ensure all equal ells are indeed ombined, but the
a he for the whole database would ne essarily have to be lossy, similar to the ones
des ribed in Se tion 4.2.4.2. Only after several mature generation olle tions would
most equal ells be ombined.
Maximally eÆ ient disk IO always seems to require elaborate investigation and
tweaking in the internals of disks, devi e drivers, and the kernel. The performan e
problems observed in the operating systems when using asyn hronous writes are
gradually being improved and will eventually be xed by others. On our behalf,
we ould reate even more opportunities for asyn hrony by allowing even the root
blo k to be written asyn hronously. This an indeed be done, but the disk pages of
the ommit group must not be freed before the root blo k has safely hit the disk.
Also disk load balan ing and optimized root blo k writing mentioned in Se tion 5.4
will require some further work.
Marshalling a hierar hi al data stru ture into a at byte sequen e and unmarshalling it ba k to an equivalent data stru ture an be performed by Shades alone.
If the at byte sequen e is stored in Binary Large Obje ts, BLOBs, and the BLOBs
are a hed in free pages, Hi ase ould also be used to manage eÆ iently mostly diskbased data. If the byte sequen e is sent over a network to another server, Hi ase an
be used to migrate data. Sin e omputation (threads) is data in Shades, migration
would also enable agent-based nomadi or mobile omputing. While theoreti ally
rather simple, marshalling and unmarshalling has not yet been implemented in pra ti e.
By far the most serious proje t for Shades is repli ation. We have found algorithms to repli ate the Shades database on several omputers with little omputational overhead, laten y, and network IO. Should one repli a rash or yield a
di erent answer for example due to a random bit failure in the memory hardware,
the other repli as will noti e this and take over.
Numerous other smaller implementation details, su h as making Shades 64-bit
oriented and various mi ro-optimizations, will not be overed here.
B
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6.2 Indexes
Further optimizations are always possible in the already existing index stru tures,
but it generally appears that the gradually diminishing improvements ome at an
in reasing omplexity of implementation. Rather than developing new, slightly more
eÆ ient or on ise trees, tries or queues, we will most probably fo us on supporting
more operations on the data stru tures we already have: set, ursor and range
operations for tries, merging and splitting for deques, seamless support for streams,
presen e of weak or deteriorating pointers as mentioned in Se tion 2.7.3, et . Only
strings will probably have to be optimized further.
A few new data stru tures may be developed for dedi ated keys or values. We
already have tentative implementations for representing telephone numbers and tries
mapping them to other data. In future we may develop maps spe ialized for string
keys and maps spe ialized for boolean data.
As mentioned in Se tion 3.3, priority queues with merging and deletion remains
an open problem, although not a very urgent one.

6.3 Shines
The performan e of the byte ode interpreter appears satisfa tory as it is. Numerous low-level mi ro-optimizations will nevertheless be tried, parti ularly in byte
ode dispat hing and in entering byte ode sequen es. Sta k frames ould also be
mutated and reused more eagerly, but these optimizations may require additional
ompiler support. New byte ode instru tions will undoubtably be added and old
ones improved. The most signi ant performan e improvement is, however, to be
expe ted from the Just-In-Time ompiler.
Although the ompiler urrently produ es delightfully eÆ ient byte ode, a handful of optimizations do remain. Common subexpression elimination, es ape analysis,
loop and re ursion optimizations, and some low-level optimizations might be worth
implementing when time permits or need appears.
Most e ort will be put on improving Shines as it appears to the prospe tive
programmer. Shines does not urrently have oating point numbers, obje ts la k
methods, the pattern mat hing and stream expressions des ribed in Se tion 4.3.2.1
ould be extended to be more powerful, Shines is still untyped and it has no module
system ex ept for the one provided by the C prepro essor. A book spe ifying the
Shines language and des ribing the philosophy of programming in Shines is being
written.
We have tentative versions of a pro ler library, a toolkit for building graphial user interfa es, and a literate programming tool [41℄. A debugger is urrently
being designed. Tools for regular expression mat hing, lexing, and parsing are in
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their early implementation stages. Support for ASN.1 may be needed in tele om
appli ations.
Smart-pointer interfa es from Shades and the index stru tures to C++ and a
Java have been implemented although they need to be updated. The Hi ase server
an be onne ted through TCP/IP and in future hopefully also with Java Remote
Method Invo ation and interfa es spe i ed by the Interfa e De nition Language of
the Obje t Management Group. We might also build ODBC support so that Hi ase
an issue SQL queries to external lega y databases.
Future resear h proje ts will involve support for s hema evolution, more sophisti ated type systems possibly with dependent types, byte ode veri ation and proof
arrying ode, and multi-pro essor support.
B
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6.4 Selling

HiBase

As mentioned in the introdu tion, no persistent programming language has yet
su eeded ommer ially. We too expe t to en ounter onsiderable hallenges in
selling Hi ase, but there are some di eren es in our starting points.
Firstly, all persistent programming languages ame from the a ademia. Most
urrently widely used programming languages have a business or government ba kground: SQL and FORTRAN ame from IBM, C and C++ ame from AT&T,
SmallTalk from Xerox, Java from Sun, COBOL was developed for businesses, Ada
was mandated by U.S. Department of Defen e. LISP, Pas al, and Basi were originally designed in the a ademia, but ommer ial suppliers and enhan ements have
been essential to their su ess. Some s ripting languages, parti ularly Perl, were
developed by ommunities of ha kers, some enrolled by the a ademia, some by the
industry.
Yet most language paradigms, programming styles, and ompiler te hniques originate from the a edemia. Why has the a ademi e ort usually been insuÆ ient for
ommer ial su ess? One explanation is that a ademi systems are usually rude
unsupported prototypes [90℄. Most a ademi s prefer theoreti al resear h over the
pragmati and tedious tasks of xing bugs, improving user do umentation, and implementing standard programming tools and libraries of little novelty. Naturally
ex eptions do exist, e.g. Obje tive Caml may be on its way to su ess, but these
ex eptions are a lear minority.
Another explanation is that resear h teams in the a ademia are usually rather
short-lived. Two years is suÆ ient to design and implement a programming language, but twenty years is needed to port it to new platforms, x bugs, add features
and tools, and | most importantly | support its users. After the initial e ort of
spe ifying the language, implementing the ompiler, ore libraries and the ne essary
tools, the proje t staÆng may de rease or share their time with other tasks, but
it is imperative that the users are supported and the system is regularly updated.
B
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Unfortunately this very rarely happens in the a ademia sin e support proje ts are
rare, exhausted graduates move to new hallenges, and professors may lose interest.
In other words, a ademi programming environments are per eived as too risky for
serious appli ation development.
Se ondly, ontrary to other persistent programming languages, we expe t to have
dozens of Shines-programmers available as soon as we are ready to invite them. Some
of them will ome from the industry, for example from Nokia Tele ommuni ations,
who has so generously supported the Hi ase-proje t; naturally they want to see
it used in pra ti e by their programmers in developing their produ ts. We expe t
some programmers to ome from the fun tional programming ommunity, whi h
eagerly waits for pragmati , industrial strength systems and has few solutions for
persisten e, real-timeness and repli ation.
The riti al mass for a language is probably approximately a hundred programmers who nd the language delightful and produ tive and use it in their daily
work. Su h a user ommunity begins to have the suÆ ient inertia and di erent
roles needed: grass-roots programmers, software designers and ar hite ts, pedanti
language lawyers and ode reviewers, tea hers for other users, evangelists, workshop and spe ial interest group organizers, and people who ontribute new features,
bug xes, subroutine libraries, do umentation, or merely suggestions and feedba k.
Judging from the su ess of Perl, Python, T l, and Obje tive Caml ompared to
some other systems, a rather free distribution poli y, e.g. the General Publi Li en e
(GPL), is highly bene ial to gain a eptan e.
Thirdly, we do have a few important features our prede essors do not have:
Hi ase is real-time, probably orders of magnitude more performant, and it will be
repli ated in order to provide arbitrarily high reliability.
Nevertheless, we do not expe t su ess to ome easily. In addition to polishing
our urrent apabilities and implementing new ones, we will need two things: killer
appli ations and good timing. Java had both. The hype that brought us C++
in the beginning of the 90's had largely turned to disdain by experien es from a
few generations of proje ts by the mid-90's. When Java was introdu ed, people
were open for alternatives to C++ and several other languages, e.g. Smalltalk, had
seemed to be ome more popular.
The killer appli ation is a problem domain the programming environment solves
parti ularly well. The killer appli ation of Java was applets embedded in web pages.
Now, a few years of hype later, Java is only rarely seen in web applets, but it has
gained a strong user base in introdu tory programming and also seems to be slowly
penetrating into some industrial domains.
No doubt the bad performan e, unsupported hype, and shoddy quality of many
Java tools and libraries have already gathered some negative response. Some day
Java will be dethroned from its urrent most hyped language status, but urrently
only a fool would try. The killer appli ation of Hi ase ould have been in web servers
serving dynami pages, but we were at least three years too late. New areas will
B
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de nitely spring up and we will be alert, parti ularly if we have rea hed the riti al
user base of approximately a hundred programmers.

Chapter 7
Con lusion
We have presented the persistent memory manager Shades and the index stru tures
and the persistent programming language, Shines, implemented on Shades. The
basi premise in Shades is that updates-in-pla e are reserved for very limited o asions; opy-on-write is the default method of storing information in the database.
The design of Shades, and onsequently also the index stru tures and Shines, is parti ularly suitable for a main memory environment. Parti ular attention has been
put on reliability, real-timeness, and high performan e.
Shades ombines aggressive ommit grouping with real-time generational garbage
olle tion. The rst generation orresponds to the memory allo ated for the proessing of one ommit group. When the ommit group is about to ommit, the rst
generation is garbage olle ted and the surviving data is pla ed on adja ent memory
lo ations and written to disk.
The main hallenge in persistent memory managers is to re laim and re y le, eÆiently and in real-time, the garbage lo ated in older generations. Only a few usable
approa hes have been presented in the literature. They maintain various metadata
in stable storage, for example remembered sets, whi h re ord the pointers that ross
generation boundaries. The main novelty of Shades is that these remembered sets
an be re overed after a rash and an therefore be kept in volatile memory, thereby
avoiding the sizeable disk IO overhead aused otherwise.
Various index stru tures have been implemented and studied on Shades. Treelike data stru tures an be easily mimi ked from traditional text book solutions,
although are and some reativity was required for maximum performan e and onision. Queues, deques, and priority queues di er more fundamentally from the ones
presented in text books | priority queues with merging and deletion an even be
onsidered a theoreti ally open problem.
The exe ution me hanism of Shines, the persistent programming language, is
based on a byte ode interpreter whose data stru tures are managed by Shades.
The byte ode interpreter and the ompiler from Shines to byte ode were presented
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in luding numerous seemingly minor details, whi h nevertheless are signi ant for
high performan e. The s heme for bootstrapping the ompiler, the CPS onversion,
the intera tion between the ompiler and Shades for live-pre ise garbage olle tion
an be regarded as onsiderably di erent from o -the-shelf solutions if not of theoreti al value.
The behavior and performan e of the system was studied. Suitable default values for various parameters of Shades were found for di erent requirements. We
have demonstrated experimentally that the sizes of remembered sets remain small
in Shades. We also on rmed the weak generational hypothesis for traditional programs on Shades, but in database appli ations we found some statisti s whi h di er
from the ones previously reported.
The resulting system has been found highly performant and in experiments it has
handsomely beaten ommer ial relational database management systems. No one
reason for the high performan e of Hi ase an be given, but the main ontributors
are aggressive ommit grouping, negligible overhead of writing metadata to disk,
olle ting garbage and lo ating the surviving data adja ently prior to writing it to
disk, eÆ ient and on ise index stru tures, and a areful design and implementation
of the entire system.
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